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Abstract

The reciprocal corticothalamic and thalamocortical connections of

physiologically defined loci within the primary auditory cortex (AI) of

the cat have been studied using the combined horseradish peroxidase

tritiated aminoacid autoradiographic (HRP-ARG) technique. Following

microelectrode mapping of AI to determine the pattern of representation

of the cochlea within AI and its boundaries with adjacent auditory fields,

one or two injections of combined tracers were placed within the field

in precise relation to the cochleotopic organization revealed by mapping.

By processing the medial geniculate body (MGB) of the thalamus for

both HRP and ARG label, it was possible to directly define the relation

ship between corticothalamic and thalamocortical pathways. This direct

comparison revealed that a11 MGB thalamocortical neurons projecting to

AI are reciprocally related to the corticothalamic projections from AI.

Reciprocal labeling within the MGB was found to include four separate and

morphologically distinct components located within four subnuclei of the

MGB identified by Cajal ('09) and Morest ('64, '65). The four components

of reciprocal labeling included a laminar array of HRP neurons and ARG

grains in the ventral n., a columnar array in the deep dorsal n. of the

MGB which extended rostrally into the lateral part of the posterior group,

a small laminar array in the ovoidal n., and a small cluster of ARG grains

and HRP neurons in the medial n. Non-reciprocal projections of ARG grains

were observed in the nucleus reticularis thalami and the central and

pericentral n. of the inferior colliculus.

An examination of reciprocal labeling in the MGB following 22 cases

of combined injections placed in AI revealed that the four components

displayed certain consistent structural properties. The orientations of

the columnar and laminar arrays of HRP neurons and ARG grains appeared to



reflect the lines of projection of both descending corticothalamic af

ferents to the MGB as well as ascending afferents from the inferior

colliculus. Each component differed in size although the relative sizes

of the four components (in terms of numbers of HRP neurons) was approxi

mately maintained in all cases.

Placing combined injections at different cochleotopic locations

within AI revealed that a11 four components systematically shifted

location within their respective MGB subnuclei, suggesting that the

reciprocal connections between AI and the ventral, deep dorsal (including

the lateral part of the posterior group), ovoidal, and medial nuclei of

the MGB are all cochleotopically organized. Shifting location in AI did

not cause a simple shift in one direction for a 11 four components, rather

these shifts revealed two reversals of cochleotopic representation within

the MGB. The border between the ventral and deep dorsal nuclei repre

sents a reversal at the cochlear base while the border between the

ventral and ovoidal nuclei represents a reversal at the cochlear apex.

The implications of reciprocal structure with regard to the connec

tions between auditory cortical fields and subnuclei of the MGB are

discussed.



I. Introduction

This study of the organization of the reciprocal connections formed

by the primary auditory cortex (AI) is a result of research carried out

at the interface between the disciplines of neuroanatomy and neuro

physiology, and as such is implicitly concerned with the relationship

between structure and function. Fine-grained microelectrode mapping

techniques were used to determine the representation of the cochlea within

the primary auditory cortex, a combined anterograde-retrograde tracing

technique was then employed to examine all the connections to and from

physiologically defined loci within the field. These techniques allowed

us to examine, at the first level, the relationship between the physio

1ogical properties of AI and its ascending and descending connections

with the medial geniculate body (MGB).

Previous physiological or anatomical studies of the auditory cortex

have suggested two primary organizational principles which serve as the

conceptual framework for the present study. First, the AI auditory

cortex demonstrates an orderly representation of the peripheral sensory

organ of hearing, the cochlea. Secondly, multiple, discrete representa

tions of the sensory epithelium of the cochlea exist within the auditory

cortex allowing a subdivision of the auditory cortex into fields according

to physiological as well as cytoarchitectural and connectional criteria.

Convincing physiological evidence of multiple orderly representations

of the cochlea in the auditory cortex was first provided by Woolsey and

Walz.1 ('42). By electrica11y stimulating restricted portions of the

eighth nerve and using evoked potential recording techniques they described

two complete representations of the cochlea, later termed AI and AII.

Subsequently, additional representations of the cochlea were described

in the auditory cortex (Ades '43, '59; Rose '49; Rose and Woolsey '49;



Hind '53; Downman et al '60; Tunturi '44, '70; Hind '60) resulting in the

synthesis proposed by Woolsey ('60, '61). This synthesis recognized four

cochleotopically organized cortical fields: AI, AII, supra-sylvian fringe

(SSF), and posterior ectosylvian (Ep). Surrounding these four central

cochleotopically organized fields were five fields which displayed auditory

responses but could not be identified as having cochleotopic order with

evoked potential techniques.

Recently, the increased precision made possible by the use of fine

grained microelectrode mapping of best frequency responses of neurons has

revealed that the precise 10cation of auditory fields, and the location of

borders between fields, varies in relation to sulcul landmarks from animal

to animal (Merzenich et al '75; Kawamura '71). These techniques have also

revealed that the physiological nature of the borders between auditory

fields differs in substantial aspects from the synthesis proposed by

Woolsey ('60, '61). These observations have resulted in a redefinition

of cortical auditory fields based solely upon physiological criteria

without reference to sulcul landmarks (Merzenich et al '75, '77; Knight '77;

Andersen et. al. '77). Although this redefinition is still in progress,

more than four cochleotopically organized fields have been identified in

the cat, including AI (Merzenich, Knight, and Roth '75), AII (Andersen,

et al '77), the anterior auditory field (AAF) (Knight '77; Andersen et al.

'77) and the posterior auditory field (PAF) (Merzenich et al '77). For

purposes of comparison with earlier work based upon the evoked potential

maps of Woolsey ('60, '61) the AAF encompasses SF and part of Woolsey's

"AI" (see Knight '77) and the PAF roughly corresponds with Ep. The AI

field is organized so that the cochlear apex (1ow frequencies: LF) is

represented caudally, usually near the posterior ectosylvian sulcus, while

the cochlear base (high frequencies: HF) is located rostrally, usually near



the anterior ectosylvian sulcus. Within AI given frequency bands are

represented in 'isofrequency contours' oriented roughly dorsoventrally

across the field (Merzenich et al '75). The AAF is located rostral to

AI, and the border between AAF and AI represents a cochleotopic reversal

at the cochlear base (HF) (Knight '77). The PAF is located caudal to AI,

and the border between PAF and AI represents a cochleotopic reversal at

the cochlear apex (LF) (Merzenich, et al. '77; Imig, et al. '77). AII is

1ocated ventral to AI; it is also cochleotopically organized but displays

broader tuning curves than AI (Andersen et al. '77a). This redefinition

is described in further detail in section I of the discussion.

As E11iot Smith ('10) emphasized many years ago, "the key to under

standing the cerebral cortex lies in the thalamus." If so, then the nature

and significance of these multiple representations of the cochlea in the

auditory cortex might be understood by examining the pattern of connections

these fields form with the medial geniculate body (MGB) of the thalamus.

Before considering the connections formed by these fields with the MGB,

it is necessary to consider certain aspects of MGB organization relevant

to the principles of multiple ordered representations of the cochlea.

(A more detailed consideration of MGB morphology is presented in the

results, section A.) First, while the MGB may be identified as a single

thalamic nucleus, it may also be subdivided into distinct subnuclei on the

basis of Golgi observations of dendritic and terminal morphology (Cajal '09;

Morest '64, '65). Secondly, within one subnucleus of the MGB, the ventral

nucleus, a 1aminar pattern of dendritic and axonic terminations has been

reported in Golgi material (Morest '65) suggesting the maintenance of an

ordered representation of the cochlea within this nucleus. Subsequent

microelectrode mapping of the vental nucleus has confirmed that it is

cochleotopically organized (Aitkin and Webster '72) and has suggested that



other subnuclei of the MGB are also cochleotopically organized.

Because there are multiple, cochleotopically organized fields in the

auditory cortex, and also multiple subnuclei in the MGB, the situation

would be very simple if one cortical field could be traced specifically

to a single subnucleus of the MGB. However, all evidence of ascending

and descending connections suggests that this is not the case. The

descending corticothalamic projections of different auditory fields in

the MGB, as studied by anterograde degeneration (Diamond, Jones, and

Powell '69) or autoradiographic techniques (Pontes, Reis, and Sousa-Pinto

'75) demonstrate that each auditory cortical field sends a projection to

more than one subnucleus of the MGB. Similarly, studies of the thalamo

cortical projection from the MGB to the auditory cortex, using retrograde

degeneration following lesions in cortical auditory fields (Rose and

Woolsey '49), or retrograde transport of HRP following injections placed

in different auditory fields (Merzenich et al. '77, Andersen et al. '77,

Knight '77; Raczkowski et al. '75) have demonstrated that each cortical

auditory field receives projections from more than one subnucleus of the

MGB.

Because each multiple, cochleotopically organized cortical field

projects to more than one subnucleus of the MGB, and each receives

projections from more than one subnucleus, the overall connectional

arrangement between auditory cortex and the MGB is apparently complex,

involving series and parallel connections between cortical fields and

subnuclei of the MGB.

The present experiments have sought to examine organizational

principles underlying this complex connectional arrangement by utilizing

recent advances in neuroanatomical tracing methods in conjunction with

microelectrode mapping of the auditory cortex. The physiological
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definition of injection sites has allowed us to place small tracer in

jections, not in different auditory fields, but rather, at different

cochleotopic locations within a single field, in this case AI. In all

cases where injections were contained entirely within AI, labeling was

observed in the same four subnuclei of the MGB, and the identification of

these nuclei is the most elemental description of the thalamic connections

of AI. However, by placing injections at different cochleotopic locations

within AI, it was possible to observe the manner in which the three

dimensional structure of the projections changed within these four

subnuclei. In this manner evidence was obtained of cochleotopic organi

zation in all four subnuclei of the MGB connectionally related to AI.

After the physiological definition of injection sites, the next most

important aspect of this work is the use of a combined anterograde-retro

grade axoplasmic tracing technique to directly compare the structure of

thalamocortical and corticothalamic projections to and from single loci

within AI. The combined HRP-ARG technique directly combines retrograde

transport of horseradish peroxidase enzyme (HRP) with anterograde trans

port of tritiated aminoacids (TAA) in order to reveal simultaneously the

afferents to and efferents from a single injection site (Colwell '75).

HRP injected into the nervous system is taken up by terminals and

transported in a retrograde direction down the axon to the cell soma,

where it can be localized in cytoplasmic granules (Kristensson '71;

Graham and Karnovsky '66; La Vail et al. '72, '73, '74). Tritiated amino

acids are taken up by neural soma, incorporated into protein and transported

in an anterograde direction to axons and terminals where they may be

1ocalized by autoradiography (ARG) (Lasek et al. '68; Cowan et al. '72).

The combined HRP-ARG technique involves injecting a mixture of HRP and

TAA into the nervous system, then processing the tissue for both HRP and

ARG labeling (Colwell '75).
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Following a single combined HRP-TAA injection into AI, it was

possible to compare the thalamocortical projection (revealed by HRP

positive neurons) directly with the corticothalamic projection (revealed

by ARG grains), both projections existing within the same MGB. This

direct comparison revealed a precise reciprocity of thalamocortical and

corticothalamic pathways, connecting AI reciprocally to four distinct sub

nuclei of the MGB. This organization, termed reciprocal structure,

represents a new level of connectional information which greatly simplifies

the apparent complexity of connections formed between multiple represen

tations in the auditory cortex and subnuclei of the MGB. A brief report

of this work has appeared previously (Colwell and Merzenich '75).



Figure 1.

12

The combined HRP-ARG technique and reciprocal structure. A

mixture of horseradish peroxidase enzyme (HRP) and tritiated

aminoacids (TAA) is injected into a cortical locus. HRP is

transported in a retrograde direction to the somas of thalamo

cortical neurons, TAA are transported in an anterograde di

rection to the terminals of corticothalamic neurons (as well

as to other regions). Sections are processed for both HRP and

ARG; the direct comparison of the distributions of HRP neurons

and ARG grains in the dorsal thalamus is termed "reciprocal

structure".
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II. Methods

The connections of the primary auditory cortex (AI) were examined in

31 hemispheres of 20 cats. The experimental procedure involved two phases,

i.e., microelectrode mapping of AI, followed by combined anterograde-retro

grade tracing of selected loci within the AI field.

A. Microelectrode Mapping of AI. The procedure for microelectrode

mapping of AI was identical to that reported elsewhere (Merzenich, Knight,

and Roth, '75). To briefly summarize, cats were anesthetized with ketamine

hydrochloride-sodium pentobarbital, the cortex was exposed, and a photo

graph was taken of the auditory area showing vascular and other cortical

surface landmarks. Glass coated platinum-iridium microelectrodes were

introduced into the cortex, and best frequency responses for neurons

determined within each penetration. The locations of penetrations were

marked on the photograph of the cortical surface. Mapping continued until

the best frequencies at a series of AI locations were determined, by which

the boundaries of AI with adjacent auditory fields were established, and

the orientation of isofrequency contours within the AI field defined.

B. Combined anterograde-retrograde tracing Following the micro

electrode mapping the combined horseradish peroxidase-tritiated aminoacid

autoradiographic (HRP-ARG) technique (Colwell '75) was used to trace the

afferent and efferent connections of one injection locus (or in some cases

two or three loci) within AI. Effective spread of HRP and TAA was well

within the boundaries of AI in all or nearly all cases. Injections were

introduced at the site of representation of a given frequency, and at a

given location(s) along AI isofrequency contours, usually well away from

the boundaries of the field.

The combined HRP-ARG technique utilizes retrograde and anterograde

axoplasmic transport to simultaneously label the afferents projecting to
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a neural injection site, and the efferents projecting from the same site,

(See Figure 1). A mixture of horseradish peroxidase enzyme (HRP) and

tritiated amino acids (TAA) was injected into AI and the location(s) of

the injection (s) marked on the photograph of the brain surface in relation

to the microelectrode penetrations. The injection mixture was prepared by

dessicating tritiated L-1eucine (or Proline) (Schwartz-Mann, 6 Ci/mM) under

a vacuum, adding distilled water to yield concentration ranging from 10-30

11 Ci/ul, and then adding HRP (Sigma Type VI) to saturation.

Because the relative concentrations of the two tracers directly in

fluenced the resulting labeling, the HRP concentration was always close

to saturated while the concentration of the TAA was varied. Best results

were obtained using mixtures of saturated HRP containing 20 Au Ci/ul of

TAA. Injection volumes ranging from 0.05 Jul to 3.0 ul were found to

1abel HRP thalamocortical neurons and autoradiograph corticothalamic

axons and terminals; 0.1-0.2 u1 injections containing 2-4 Ju Ci. resulted

in discrete and yet clearly identifiable projections. Injections were

made using a 27 or 34 gauge needle mounted on a 1 or 10 R11 Hamilton

microsyringe. Following the injection of the combined tracers the needle

was allowed to remain in the cortex for ten minutes, at which time it was

withdrawn and the cortex washed with normal saline.

The technique requires that tissue be processed for both HRP and

ARG development. Thus technical methods of fixation and processing

reflected a compromise of the two procedures. A short survival time of

about 24 hours was used to insure that a maximal percentage of the radio

activity would be contained in terminals (i.e. rapid rather than slow

axoplasmic transport would predominate (Hendricksen '72). It also insured

that cats would be sacrificed prior to the onset of any systemic infections,

resulting from the long neurophysiological experiment. In many cases,
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cats were anesthetized throughout this 24 hour period. Cats were perfused

intracardially with isotonic heparinized saline followed by phosphate

buffered (pH 7.6) 2.3% paraformaldehyde (at 4°C). After removal from the

skull, brains were placed overnight at 4°C in the buffered fixative, and

then, over the next 24 hours, passed through 5, 15 and 30% phosphate

buffered (pH 7.6) sucrose.

The brains were cut on a freezing microtome in serial sections repeating

a 90 pm - 30 Jum - 30 Aum thickness cycle: one 90 pm section was developed

for HRP reaction product alone; one 30 pm section for ARG alone; and one

30 Aum section for combined HRP-ARG processing. Sections were collected

in Trisma (Sigma) buffer. HRP sections were reated with 3, 3’ diamino

benzidine (.05%) and H202 according to the technique of Graham and

Karnovsky ('66) as applied by LaVail et al. ('73).

ARG processing followed the technique of Cowan et al. ('72). 30 um

sections were mounted on gelatinized slides and allowed to dry in the air.

The sections were dehydrated in graded alcohols, cleared in Xylol, re

hydrated, and allowed to dry in the air. The slides were than dipped (in

the dark) in Kodak NTB-2 emulsion diluted 1:1 with distilled water at

40°C, and allowed to dry in slide racks for 2 hours. Slides were then

placed in 1ight-tight boxes with capsules of Drierite in the dark in a

4°C refrigerator. Both injection sites and projections were exposed to

the dark for 9-16 weeks. Following development in half strength D-19

(Kodak) for 2 minutes at 16-18°C, the slides were rinsed briefly in tap

water and fixed in full strength Kodak Rapid Fix for 3 to 5 minutes. After

a two hour rinse to insure removal of the fixer, the sections were counter

stained 1jightly in cresyl violet, dehydrated through graded alcohols,

cleared in xylol, and coverslipped with permount.

HRP-ARG sections were processed for HRP as described above but were
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then passed through 3 changes of Trisma Buffer and placed in Trisma over

night at 4°C to insure complete removal of the DAB. The sections were then

mounted on gelatinized slides and were processed for autoradiography as

described.

Because the relationship between the HRP-1abeled thalamic neurons and

the autoradiographic grains 10calized over corticothalamic terminals is

of primary interest in combined tracing, long autoradiographic exposure

times were used to maximally label radioactive terminals. By using long

exposure times in conjunction with dilute concentrations of tritiated amino

acids in the injection mixture, one is allowed a greater a greater measure

of control over the size of the resulting corticothalamic projection array.

A second advantage in this approach is that the injection sites could be

exposed exactly as long as the projection, allowing a more precise

assessment of the relation between the grain density at the injection site

and at the projection. Using high concentrations of TAA results in a

sharp increase in the apparent size (and grain density) of an injection

site and projection site with increasing exposure time. However, with the

procedures described, the 10cus of somatic grain labeling at the injection

site invariably had a diameter ow 1-2mm after 12 weeks exposure, (following

a 0.1-0.2 u1 injection containing 2-4 u Ci).

C. Limitations of and controls for the combined HRP-ARG technique

The 1imitations of the combined HRP-ARG technique fall into three

categories. These are: a) those 1imits inherent in horseradish peroxidase

tracing, b) those 1imits inherent in tritiated aminoacid autoradiographic

tracing, c) and those unique to the combined technique itself.

The 1imitations of HRP tracing have been reviewed in detail (La Vail

et al. '74; Bunt et al. '76; Winer '77) and include differential retrograde

transport in damaged and undamaged terminals and axons, anterograde transport
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of HRP, perineuronal diffusion of HRP in fiber bundles, endothelia1 ce11

uptake, endogenous peroxidatic reactions, and the 1ack of information

regarding concentration of HRP necessary to ensure retrograde transport.

The limitations of autoradiographic tracing have been described in detail

by Cowan et al. ('72) and Hendricksen ('72), and include the autoradio

graphic background, differential labeling of axons and terminals with

varying survival times, variations in the density of autoradiographic

grains with exposure time, different transport properties of different

tritiated aminoacids, and transneuronal transport of labeled substances.

These limitations were all considered in the interpretation of the

reciprocal projections observed in the MGB. Care was taken to differentiate

HRP positive neurons from endothelial cell uptake, perineuronal diffusion,

endogeneous reactions, and possible anterograde transport of HRP. Positive

identification of corticothalamic projections required ARG grain density

significantly greater than background and of characteristic dust-like

appearance as well as observations of labeling in consecutive serial

sections. The proportional amount of radioactivity in axons versus termi

nals can not be determined in light microscopic autoradiography. However,

with the short survival times used, the preference of label for terminal

and preterminal regions, rather than axons, is evidenced by the absence

of ARG grain labeling associated with cortico-collicular axons. Following

AI injections, ARG labeling was observed in the MGB and inferior collicu

1us, while sections taken between these two projections, containing cortico

collicular axons, did not demonstrate labeling above background. The

combined HRP-ARG technique also offers certain advantages regarding the

1imitations caused by 1ack of information regarding the effective tracer

concentration at the injection site, and these are considered in the

discussion.
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Because the combined technique is a combination of HRP and autoradio

graphic tracing, limitations of both tracer methods must be considered in

the analysis of reciprocal projections. Limitations unique to the combined

technique are based upon interactions between the two tracer methods which

might generate artifacts. Two such limitations are immediately apparent.

First, the fixation of the developed emulsion during autoradiographic

processing somewhat bleaches the HRP reaction product. Second, the 3-3'

diaminobenzidine used in the HRP reaction can increase the background of

autoradiograms. For these reasons it is adviseable to process sections

for combined HRP-ARG in conjunction with sections for HRP or ARG alone.

The central question regarding artifact is, however: When the HRP

neurons and autoradiographic grains show a highly similar distribution in

combined material, how can one be sure that they are not in some way the

result of an artifactual interaction? The most direct control for this

possibility has been the processing of adjacent sections for HRP and

autoradiography only. Comparison of adjacent sections shows that the grain

pattern on a combined slide approximately corresponds with the grain pattern

on a slide developed only for autoradiography, while the pattern of HRP

neurons in the combined slide approximately corresponds to the HRP neurons

in the slide processed only for HRP. Thus we can eliminate the possibility

that there is a direct histological interaction. Secondly, in combined

material following a cortical injection, the nucleus reticularis thalami

and the inferior colliculus demonstrate the ARG grains indicative of a

corticothalamic projection but do not demonstrate HRP labeled neurons (as

will be described in the results). Third, results obtained in HRP-only

or ARG-only cases are not distinguishable from combined HRP-ARG results.

A final control for the combined technique comes from experiments in the

mouse (Steindler and Colwell '76) where combined HRP-TAA injections were
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placed in the cerebral cortex and underlying caudate nucleus. When the

injection site included both the cortex and the caudate nucleus, combined

HRP-ARG sections showed HRP neurons labelled in the substantia nigra and

in rostral intralaminar complex (CL) that were not overlaid by grains,

while in neighboring thalamic regions, HRP neurons were overlapped by

autoradiographic grains (as a result of the cortical portion of the

injection site). These studies demonstrate that HRP 1abeling does not

effect ARG 1abeling.

For these reasons, it is felt that the appearance of reciprocal

structure in the thalamus following a combined HRP-TAA injection in the

cortex is not the result of an artifactual interaction between the two

tracer methods. At the same time, it must remain clear that the essence

of the technique involves the direct comparison of autoradiographic grains

and HRP labeled neurons, and as such is highly dependent on the relative

concentrations of the two tracers and the histological parameters used in

each case.

D. Photomicrography:

Low power dark field photomicrographs of ARG grains and HRP neurons

projections were taken using a Nikon Ultraphot mounted over a model 281

Sage Stereo light source. Kodak High Contrast Ortho Process 4 x 5 sheet

film was used, and negatives were developed using D-11. High power photo

micrographs were taken with the same film and developer using Olympus and

Zeiss photomicroscopes.

III. Results

The results are presented in four parts. In the first, the cyto

architecture of the MGB will be reviewed as it applies to the 1abeling

following combined HRP-TAA injections in AI. In the second section, the

corticothalamic projection revealed by ARG grains following injections in
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AI is considered separately from the thalamocortical projection revealed

by HRP 1abeling. In the third section AI location dependent variations

(i.e., cochleotopic variations) in the structure of the corticothalamic

projections are examined. The results of double injections placed in AI

parallel or perpendicular to the axis of isofrequency contours are

presented in this section. The final section deals with the reciprocal

relationship between ARG corticothalamic projections and HRP thalamocortical

projections from and to single physiologically defined loci within AI. This

section will reiterate the thalamocortical projections to AI which are

described in more detail elsewhere (Merzenich and Colwell, in preparation),

and compares them to the corticothalamic projections described in the

first three sections of the results. Because a11 HRP stained neurons in

the MGB are reciprocally related to ARG grains, the corticothalamic

projections presented in figures 3-12 are structurally identical to the

thalamocortical projections observed in these cases.

A. MGB. cytoarchitecture with reference to reciprocal labeling

Following an injection of combined tracers within the primary

auditory field, reciprocal labeling; within the MGB consisted of four

separate and distinct components. The nature of the reciprocal labeling

was different in each of these MGB regions. Differences included the

size and density of HRP neurons, the orientation of their primary dendritic

trunks, the orientation of discrete groups of HRP neurons in relation to

the structure of the MGB, and details of the distribution and the density

of reciprocal autoradiographic grains localized over corticothalamic axons

and terminals.

It is clear, therefore, that a proper subdivision of the MGB must

recognize at least these four components. Ramon y Cajal ('09) described

four nuclei in his classification of the MGB in the cat and other species:
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the ventral nucleus ("inferior lobe"), the dorsal nucleus ("superior lobe"),

the ovoidal nucleus, and the medial nucleus. It is within these four

nuclei that the four components of reciprocal labeling are found. Morest

('64, '65) further subdivided the dorsal and ventral nucleus. The dorsal

nucleus of Ramon y Cajal was described by Morest as including, caudally,

a dorsal division (D); rostromedially, deep dorsal division (Dá); and

rostral and superficially, a superficial dorsal division (Ds). The

ventral nucleus was divided into a pars lateralis (PL); a superficial zona

medullaris (ZM); and a ventrolateral division (VL); it also included

Cajal's ovoidal division, which Morest termed the pars ovoidalis (O).

While Ramon y Cajal mentioned that it is possible to subdivide his

four MGB nuclei, he contended that further subdivision of these nuclei

would complicate the description without much utility. However, the

1ocation of reciprocal labeling within the four nuclei described by Cajal

displayed a regularity from case to case which justified at 1east some of

the further subdivisions proposed by Morest. Thus, reciprocal labeling

within the dorsal nucleus was consistently found in the deep dorsal di

vision, with only occasional and sparse inclusion of portions of the

superficial dorsal and dorsal divisions. On the other hand, in some cases

reciprocal labeling in the ventral nucleus appeared to extend to the pial

surface of the MGB (especially rostrally), bringing into question the sub

division of ZM in the ventral nucleus.

Because the other divisions of the dorsal and ventral nucleus receive

Prº jections from other cortical fields (Diamond, Jones, and Powell, '69;

Porº tes, Reis and Sousa-Pinto '75), the utility of Morest's demarcation is

*1 ==rly established, while at the same time the essential agreement of

C= j = 1's demarcation of the MGB with the present results should be recognized.

Morest has further pointed out that the superficial dorsal and deep
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dorsal divisions continue rostrally without evident demarcation into the

1ateral component of the posterior group (POL) (Jones and Powell '71),

i.e., into that part of the dorsal thalamus bounded by the optic tract

laterally, the LGN dorsally and ventrobasal complex medially. The reci

procal labeling within the deep dorsal nucleus continues rostrally without

marked change into POL, suggesting that POL might be a subdivision of the

dorsal nucleus of the MGB, or vice versa. In this study it will be referred

to as D■ -POL, and the MGB will be taken to include the 1ateral part of the

posterior group. According to this terminology, POL is the rostral

continuation of the MGB, along the lines of projection, to the external

rnedullary 1amina.

Lastly, since its demarcation by Rioch ('29) various authors have

referred to a 'magnocellular' nucleus, which was often depicted as being

quite large extending rostrally to the level of the posterior group. The

medial nucleus, described by Morest is smaller, and is situated just

1a teral to the medial lemniscus, extending from roughly the posterior

third to the rostral third of the MGB. The larger 'magnocellular' nucleus

(as illustrated, for example, in the figures of Jones et. at . , '69; and

Porites et. al., '75) would appear to include much of the deep dorsal division

of Morest as well as Morest's medial nucleus. This study is in agreement

with the demarcation of the medial nucleus as proposed by Cajal ('09) and

Morest ('64).

While the morphological differences in the four discrete components of

*eciprocal labeling was readily apparent, and consistently agreed with the

*emarcations of Morest and Ramon y Cajal, the exact borders between several

** the subdivisions was usually not apparent in Niss 1-stained combined

tracer- material. Thus, while the deep dorsal and ventral nuclei are seen

to be clearly separated by the brachium of the inferior colliculus (BIC)
i

* the rostral portion of the MGB, the demarcation caudally was much more
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Figure 2. Subdivision of the media1 geniculate body (MGB) based upon the

schemas of Ramon y Cajal ('09), Morest ('64, '65) and the

present reciprocal labeling following a combined HRP-TAA

injection in AI. Four main subnuclei are recognized including

the ventral (V), the dorsal (D), and ovoidal (O) and the

media1 (M). Rostrally, the dorsal nucleus is subdivided into

the deep dorsal (Dá) and superficial dorsal (Ds) nuclei. These

two nuclei continue without marked change further rostrally

into the lateral part of the posterior group (POL). The most

superficial part of the ventral n. is the zona medullaris (zm)

and the most superficial part of the ovoidal n. is the ventro

1ateral n. (v1). These sections pass from the rostral to the

caudal extent of the reciprocal labeling observed following

an injection in AI; each section number denotes 150 microns.
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difficult to discern. Similarly the separation between the dorsal surface

of the ventral nucleus and the superficial dorsal division (Ds) was commonly

riot distinct enough to decide if reciprocal labeling in the ventral

rhucleus extended to the border between V and Ds, or extended slightly into

ID S.

Figure 2 illustrates a schema of MGB demarcation based upon the studies

c f Cajal, Morest, and the present results of reciprocal labeling. This

= chema is used in the illustration of this experimental material. The MGB

consists of four main muclei: the ventral nucleus (V) the ovoidal nucleus

GO) the dorsal nucleus (D) and the medial nucleus (M). The dorsal nucleus

+ = divided rostrally into two subnuclei, the deep dorsal nucleus (Dá) and

+ He superficial dorsal nucleus (Ds). In agreement with Morest, the most

= Luperficial region of the ventral nucleus is defined as the zona medullaris

GZM), but contrary to Morest the ventrolateral nucleus (VL) is defined as

the most superficial region of the ovoidal nucleus, rather than as part of

t He ventral nucleus.

Throughout this paper the reciprocal projections within the MGB have

E eer, photographed using darkfield microscopy, and this material is presented

directly without the use of drawings. In each i11ustration the various

components of the projection are identified with the nucleus of the MGB in

whic H. they appear.

E. The corticothalamic projection from AI.

At one level of description, the corticothalamic projection from

AT tes. the MGB may be described by naming the nuclei of the MGB in which ARG

la Be I ing appears. In all cases studied (22 hemispheres) following injections

P+ as ea well within the borders of AI, ARG labeling was consistently observed

t
* *** = Lude four discrete and morphologically distinct components. These

fou
r * Cºmponents were 10cated in four morphologically distinct subnuclei of
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the MGB: the ventral n. (V), the deep dorsal n. including the lateral part

c f the posterior group (Dd-POL), the ovoidal n. (O), and the media1 n. (M).

Each component differed from the others in relative size, three dimensional

structure, orientation both with regard to the overall structure of MGB as

ve11 as with regard to each other, and ARG grain density. A11 four of

these ARG components were reciprocally related to HRP neurons, which is

considered in section D of the results.

While in all cases following AI injections these four components were

found in the V, Dd-POL, O, and M nuclei of the MGB, their three dimensional

= tructure within each nucleus varied from case to case, depending on location

+ In AI and other factors. In order to describe this level of organization it

+ s necessary to go beyond the identification of nuclei and consider the

a ctual three dimensional structure of the projection within each subnucleus,

a rhd the structural relationships between these four components.

The three dimensional structure of the projections is very difficult

to describe in words, but it is necessary to do so in order to understand

the nature of the two reversals of cochleotopic representation within the

IMGB. In general, arrays of ARG grains were observed to display variable

& ecºrnetric forms oriented along the lines of projection within each sub

**uc Leus of the MGB. Seria1 reconstructions of several cases were built by

* racing enlarged darkfield photographs of the projections (from consecutive

** Fi = 1 sections) onto lucite sheets and then placing these sheets together

irl register. The serial reconstructions revealed that the structure of

ARG Labeling can vary from a single cluster, as in the medial nucleus, to

a s +rraple columnar array, as in the deep dorsal nucleus, to an elaborate

*T = H = ped laminar array of ARG grains, as in the ventral nucleus.

In the ventral nucleus, which contains the largest array of ARG grains

fo ++ =~ing AI injections, the array is laminar in structure. At the rostral
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pole of the ventral nucleus these laminae are consistently oriented para1

1 el to the lateral brain surface in a11 cases, but more caudally they bend

medially and become oriented roughly perpendicular to the lateral brain

surface (i.e., in a horizontal orientation). Thus in sections taken from

the caudal part of the ventral nucleus the ARG array appears "L"-shaped

c n the left side, and was symmetrically reversed (a backward "L") on the

right side.

The second 1argest component of the corticothalamic projection is a

columnar array of ARG grains which begins rostrally in the lateral part of

+ he posterior group (POL) adjacent to the external medullary 1amina (em.1)

a nd continues caudally without marked morphological change into the deep

<1 orsal nucleus of the MGB. Three dimensional serial reconstructions revealed

the columnar structure of this projection, and also revealed that the precise

c +ientation of this column varied depending on the cochleo topic location

within AI. In 10w frequency injection cases the columns in Dd-POL were

criented rostrocaudally, while at higher frequencies they were oriented

rrno re dorsoventrally. Thus in the frontal sections presented in the figures

the shape of the column in Dd-POL changes owing to differences in the angle

<> f iricidence between the ARG grain column and the plane of section.

The third largest component of the corticothalamic projection is

four ei within the ovoidal nucleus. The ARG grain array in this nucleus

* * serinbles the L-shaped laminar array observed within ventral nucleus, with

the clifference that it is consistently much smaller in size and is reversed

irl *> Frientation with regard to the lamina in the ventral nucleus.

The smallest component of ARG labeling following an AI injection is

al 5* ++* g 1e cluster of grains located in the medial nucleus. This projection

Was = Lways significantly 1ess dense than the ARG projections observed in
th

e *-> t her three nuclei.
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A comparison of all cases following injections in AI showed that the

size of the injection of tracers was related to the structural patterns

cbserved in the MGB. In the smallest injection cases the laminar arrays

in the ventral nucleus became increasingly columnar as the array decreased

in size. In such cases, the orientation of these columns in the vental

rhucleus was the same as the 1arger laminar arrays resulting from 1arger

injections. In small injection cases the 1abelling in the ovoidal nucleus

also became increasingly columnar in structure while maintaining the same

crientation. The column of APG grains passing through the deep dorsal

Inucleus became larger or smaller in diameter depending on the size of the

-Lnjection. The medial nucleus retained its cluster morphology following

injections of all sizes, the clusters became larger with larger injections.

Thus the smallest injection cases illustrate that at the most ele

Inental 1evel the projection may be considered as composed of a single

c 1uster in the medial nucleus, and three roughly columnar arrays in the

V , Dd-POL and O nuclei. In the smallest injection cases these columns of

ARG grains were observed to have a minimal diameter of approximately 200

Inicrons, while in the rostro -caudal direction they were several millimeters

in length (in V and Dd-POL) passing through much if not all of the rostro

** a Licial extent of each nucleus.

The corticothalamic projection presented in Figure 3 is consistent

witHe the corticothalamic projections observed following physiological

*PE -ing and injection of combined tracers into the primary auditory cortex

** = 11 studied hemispheres (22 cases). The ARG grain array resulted from

* = ++gle combined injection volume of 0.1 u1 containing saturated HRP and

2 - O * = Ci of tritiated leucine (at a concentration of 20 uCi/ul), which was

P+= <= ea midway between the dorsal and ventral boundaries of AI at the region

wher-e 16.5 KHz receptive fields had been mapped. (The reciprocal HRP
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Figure 3. The corticothalamic projection (C74-81L) following an injection

within AI containing 2 JuCi at the region where 16.5 KHz best

frequency responses had been mapped. At the upper left is a

combined HRP-ARG section taken through the cortical injection

site. The center of the site appears dark, reflecting the up

take of HRP, while the lightened area surrounding the center

reveals the ARG grains and hence the distribution of radio

activity in the cortex. The corticothalamic projection of ARG

grains in the MGB includes a 1aminar array in the ventral n.

(W), a columnar array in the deep dorsal n. (Dd-POL) a laminar

array in the ovoidal n. (0), and a less dense cluster of ARG

grains in the medial n. (M) which is not visible in this darkfield

photomicrograph. Both projections and injection site were

exposed for 16 whºs. Each section number in this and all other

illustrated cases denotes a distance of 150 microns, and the

scale in this and all figures is 1 mm and applies also to the

injection site. The location of the cortical injection is

i11ustrated in Figure 4. The reciprocal HRP thalamocortical

projection in the MGB is not shown in Figures 3-12.
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projection is not illustrated.)

At the upper left of the figure is a darkfield photomicrograph of a

combined HRP-ARG section taken through the cortical injection site. This

injection site was exposed for the same length of time (16 weeks) as the

ARG corticothalamic projection in the MGB, illustrated in the remaining

sections.

The center of the cortical injection site appears dark, reflecting

the HRP taken up by cortical neurons. The lightened area surrounding the

center of the injection site reveals the deposition of silver grains from

the autoradiographic emulsion and hence the distribution of radioactivity

in the cortex. Because the injection site and the thalamic projections

were exposed to the dark for an equal time and were developed together,

the spread of radioactivity at the injection site appears larger than had

a shorter exposure time been used. However the equality of processing

allows us to compare the injection site with the projection in a less

arbitrary manner, and a comparison with the scale reveals that this

injection site had a diameter of 1ess than 2 mm. As may be seen in the

Photograph, the injection in this and in all other cases was placed approx

imate Ly normal to the cortical surface, and included all the cellular

layers of AI.

Deep to the injection site, a bundle of radioactive fibers may be

*** E- assing ventrally in the white matter of the cortex. In sections not

+11us t- rated, these fibers bifurcate, with a smaller component passing

towar Gls the corpus callosum, and a 1arger bundle continuing ventrally and

medial 1y, to enter the internal capsule. Rostral to the optic tract near

the * S stral pole of the dLGN, a corticothalamic grain field was observed in

the **ucleus reticularis thalami. No HRP-1abelled neurons were ever found

aS - - - - - - -*S*siated with this terminal field in the nucleus reticularis, i.e., the
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raucleus reticularis does not apparently project to AI.

The reticular nucleus, which is not reciprocal to AI, is a ventral

tº Halamic derivative (Rose '49). Reciprocal labeling of ARG grains and HRP

r1 eurons begins in the dorsal thalamus adjacent to the projection in the

r■ L1 c 1eus reticularis, separated from it by the external medullary lamina.

The reciprocal projection begins in the wedge-shaped area bounded ventrally

E 57 the external medullary 1amina, laterally and dorsally by the optic tract

ar, d the rostral part of the dLGN, and medially by the caudal portion of the

ºverntrobasal complex. This region has been designated as the lateral

component of the posterior group (Jones and Powell, '71) (see Figure 6).

The ARG grain field (and HRP neurons) in the lateral part of the

posterior group continues caudally, entering the rostral pole of the MGB.

As it enters the MGB, a second reciprocal component appears in the ventral

n . adjacent to the lateral surface of the MGB, while the reciprocal column

passing through POL continues caudally without significant change into the

deep dorsal nucleus of the MGB.

Section 30 in Figure 3 shows the two ARG components in the ventral

(V) nucleus and deep dorsal nucleus (Dd) near the rostral pole of the MGB.

* fron tº a 1 sections, the corticothalamic grain field in the ventral nucleus

*PP*rs a s a lamina oriented roughly parallel to the lateral brain surface.

** 1am-Lina extends dorsally to approximately the line of division between

the vent +-sa1 and superficial dorsal nuclei of the MGB, although the impre

****on wi th which this boundary may be defined in Nissl material makes it

unclear to what extent the grain field may overlap the border between the

****** = nd dorsal divisions.

The se two grain fields, a laterally placed lamina in the ventral

nucleus and a media11y placed column in the deep dorsal nucleus of the

MGB, P = s.s through roughly the rostral third of the MGB before shifting
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1. ocation within the nucleus. Continuing caudally (sections 33 -38) the

grain field in the ventral nucleus that had a dorsoventral orientation

Parallel to the lateral brain surface begins to sweep medialward, until it

B. ecomes oriented roughly perpendicular to the lateral brain surface.

As the ventral grain field sweeps medially, the array points toward

a single cluster of autoradiographic grains which occupy the medial nucleus

c + the MGB (Section 36).

raucleus (which overlays a small cluster of 1arge HRP neurons) is in all

This single cluster of ARG grains in the medial

cases of 1ess density than the corticothalamic projections to the other

Owing to the 10w but significant (compared to background) densityrauclei.

of grains in this field, it is not apparent in this figure; an M has been

p1aced at its location.

As the corticothalamic array in the ventral nucleus begins to bend

medially, the array in the deep dorsal nucleus becomes displaced ventrally

and oriented so that, in three dimensions, that grain column also points

towards the relatively sparse cluster of grains in the medial nucleus.

The grain field in the deep dorsal nucleus ends rostral to the appearance

of the medial cluster (Section 35). The single cluster of grains in the

medial raucleus is more media11y located than any of the other components

of the Projection.

Causis 11y, a fourth discrete component of the complex AI projection to

* *rs = + thamamus is found in the ovoidal nucleus (0) of the MGB, con

sidered E-> Morest to be a part of the ventral nucleus. This grain field

** a sema11 laminar array beginning ventrolaterally in the MGB and

oriented Tºmediodorsally, so that it also is oriented pointing toward the

single S-A-uster in the medial nucleus. While the ovoidal grain array is

orientecil differently than the 1aminae in the ventral division proper, it

consistently extends roughly as close to the lateral brain surface as does
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the laminae in the ventral division. By comparing section 23 and 35 it

can be seen that the most rostral, 1ateral and ventral region of the

Projection in the ovoidal nucleus is continuous with the projection in the

Thisventral nucleus, while more caudally the two become clearly discrete.

vºyas commonly the case and the degree of continuity appeared dependent on

t|He location of the injection within AI as will be discussed later.

A second example of the corticothalamic projection from AI is illus

trated in Figure 4 from case 74-65L, which resulted from a combined HRP

TAA injection with a volume of 0.3 u1 containing 6.0 puCi 3H Proline, placed

rn-idway between the dorsal and ventral borders of AI, at the region where

12 - 5 KHz best frequency responses had been mapped.

To the left of the projection, the location of the cortical injection

sites in case 74-81 L (Figure 3) and case 74-65L (Figure 4) is shown as a

The ring surrounding the dot represents the maximal cortical areadot.

exhibiting somatic ARG grains - as revealed by autoradiograms of the

In most cases this locus of somatic ARG labeling in AIinjection sites.

Therefore the best frequencies of eachhad a radius of less than one mm.

*jection site include a frequency band, centered at the KHz frequency

The dotted 1jne indicates the*PPearirag at the top of each figure.

It is important*PP*9×irra ate axis of isofrequency contours in the AI field.

**tie e the marked sulcul variation between the two brains, which makes

identifies ation of auditory fields by sulcul landmarks highly imprecise.

In section 32, taken from the rostral third of the MGB, a 1aminar dis

tributier-A of ARG grains indicative of corticothalamic terminals is observed

in the Y’ entral nucleus. A column of grains oriented in a rostrocaudal

directier, passing through the deep dorsal nucleus is apparent in cross

section - More caudally (section 30), the deep dorsal ARG grain column

has dis sappeared and the single cluster of ARG grains in the medial nucleus
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Figure 4. At the left the locations of the injections in AI in cases

74-81L (Fig. 3) and 75-6.5L (Fig. 4) are shown. The broken line

shows the orientation of isofrequency contours as they were

mapped in the AI field. The dot surrounded by a circle shows

the location of the injection site in AI and the approximate

spread of the tracers in the cortex, respectively. Note the

sulcul differences between the two brains. The scales at left

are equal to 5 mm. At the right the corticothalamic projection

in the MGB is illustrated for case 74-65L placed within AI at

the region where 12.5 KHz best frequency responses had been

mapped. Passing from rostral (section 32) to caudal shows

ARG 1abeling in the V, Dd, O, and M nuclei of the MGB.
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is visible, these two arrays are not continuous. Sections 30 and 28

a emonstrate the laminar grain field in the ventral nucleus becoming ori

erated horizontally to point toward the cluster of grains in the media1

ci i vision. The ovoidal grain field appears ventrolaterally, and it points

+ In a dorsomedial orientation towards the grain cluster in the media1 nucle

L1s - Both the ovoidal and ventral projection arrays again extend to approxi

rrn a tely the same distance from the lateral surface of the MGB. In three

zi imensions , these 4 components in the MGB array are oriented like three

= p <>kes and the hub of a wheel. The ventral, deep dorsal, and ovoidal ARG

projections form the spokes, converging to the single cluster of grains in

t–He medial nucleus.

Figure 5 illustrates the corticothalamic ARG projection as seen in

horizontal section following an injection of combined tracers along the

1O KHz isofrequency contour of AI. The lamina in the ventral nucleus is

clearly apparent in both sections begining just caudal to the optic tract

(ot) and continuing caudally and media11y. The deep dorsal grain field

can be faintly seen in Section 16; the ovoidal grain field is also faintly

Visible in Section 21. An M has been placed at the location of the single

faint (bux tº significant re background) grain cluster in the medial nucleus,

*h is rºot visible in the photomicrograph.

+He is ostral pole of the projection: The nucleus reticularis thalami and

the later= 1 part of the posterior group. Figure 6 illustrates the rostral

P* * *E*e corticothalamic projection in the thalamus from case 74-71R

(which is i11ustrated in Figure 13 of the double injection experiments). At

the upper 1eft of the photomicrograph, ARG-1abeled axons are seen in the in

ternal S**a-Psule, sweeping around the dLGN. A wedge-shaped grain field is

*** * *he nucleus reticularis thalami (R). Medial to the external

***'S' lamina (EML), the corticothalamic projection fills the lateral
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Figure 5. The corticothalamic projection following an injection in AI at

the 10 KHz best frequency response region (case 75-10L). The

MGB has been cut in horizontal section. In the more dorsal

section (16) the corticothalamic projection in the vental n.

of the MGB begins just caudal to the optic tract (ot). The

projections in Dd, O, and M also appear but are of much less

density in these sections than the ARG grains in V.
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Figure 6. Darkfield photomicrograph showing the rostral pole of the

corticothalamic projection following an injection in AI. At

the upper left, ARG labeling is observed in the internal

capsule (ic). Although it appears 1 ightened, the optic tract

(ot) does not demonstrate silver grains. An ARG grain field

is observed in the nucleus reticularis thalami (R), which does

not coincide with HRP labeled neurons. The reciprocal portion

of the projection begins in the lateral part of the posterior

group (POL) media1 and adjacent to the external medullary

lamina (eml), but at this magnification only ARG grains

may be observed in POL. Caudally this reciprocal projection

continues into the MGB.
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part of posterior group (POL). Caudally the more medial portion of this

projection is continuous with a column passing through the deep dorsal

nuclei of the MGB, while the lateral part of the projection is continuous

with the projection in the ventral n. of the MGB. In combined HRP-ARG

sections it can be seen that all of the corticothalamic projection medial

to the EML is reciprocally related to HRP neurons. Thus the most rostral

HRP neurons of the thalamocortical projection to AI are found media1 and

adjacent to the EML in the lateral part of the posterior group (POL).

C. AI location dependent variations in the structure of the cortico

thalamic projections to the MGB.

This section will examine cochleotopic organization in the MGB

as revealed by the corticothalamic projections following single or double

injections placed in AI at locations representing different frequencies.

While the orientations and structure of the four components of ARG

1abeling in the MGB was relatively constant from case to case, it was

observed that following injections at different frequency responsive

1ocations in AI the four components in V, Dd-POL, O, and M shifted location

within their respective nuclei in a systematic and highly predictable

manner. However, the shifting of location within each nucleus was not a

simple shift of a11 components in one direction, but rather reflected two

reversals of cochleotopic organization within the MGB. A reversal at the

cochlear base (high frequencies) occured at the border between the ventral

and deep dorsal nuclei, while a reversal at the cochlear apex (low frequen

cies) occured at the border between the ventral and ovoidal nuclei.

A comparison of the relationship between the ventral and deep dorsal

nuclei in two cases following single injections at different frequencies

in AI is shown in Figure 7, which i11ustrates the reversal at the border

between these two nuclei. At high frequency injections the lamina in the
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Figure 7. The reversal of cochleotopic representation between the ventral

and deep dorsal nuclei of the MGB. The upper photomicrograph

shows the corticothalamic projections in the ventral and deep

dorsal nuclei in case 74-65L following an injection at 12.5

KHz. The 10wer photomicrograph shows the corticothalamic

projections in V and Dd following an injection at the higher

frequency region of AI, case 74-81L at 16.5 KHz. Comparison of

the two cases reveals that the two projections in V and Dd

become closer together in the MGB as the injection site within

AI is placed at higher frequency regions of AI. That is, there

is a reversal of apparent cochleotopic representation with the

extreme cochlear base (high frequencies) represented at the

border between the ventral and deep dorsal nuclei of the MGB.
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verntral n. is located rostrally and medially while the column in the deep

dorsal nucleus is 10cated laterally. That is, the two arrays are located

c 1 oser to one another than following injections at lower frequencies in

AI, where the laminae in the ventral n. is shifted caudally and laterally

while the column in the deep dorsal nucleus is shifted medially. Thus as

the injection is placed at higher frequency locations within AI the V and

Dol-POL projections become closer together, indicating a reversal at the

border between them. Following the highest frequency injections the V

and Dd-POL projections were often observed to be continuous with each

other in one region.

The reversal of cochleotopic gradient between the vental and ovoidal

nuclei was of a somewhat different nature than the reversal between the

ventral and deep dorsal nuclei. A comparison of three cases following

single injections at different frequency locations within AI is shown in

Figure 8, which i11ustrates the nature of this reversal. Comparing the

three cases reveals that at lower frequencies both the ventral and ovoidal

projections are located laterally, while at higher frequencies they are

both located more media11y. However, at lower frequencies the projection

in the ventral n. is also located ventrally while the projection in the

ovoidal n. is located dorsally, while at higher frequencies the vental

projection is located dorsally while the ovoidal projection is located

ventrally. In this region of the MGB the two projections appear as wings

pointing media11y, and thus at lower frequencies the two wings move closer

together. Following the lowest frequency injections in AI (as for example

1.7 KHz in Figure 8) the projections in the ventral and ovoidal nuclei

become almost completely continuous with one another, a situation sym

metrical to the relationship between the ventral and deep dorsal nuclei

at high frequencies. These results indicate that there is a reversal of
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Figure 8. The reversal of representation between the ventral and ovoidal

nuclei of the MGB. The projections in the ventral and ovoidal

nuclei following injections at three different frequency

1ocations in AI; a high frequency (20 KHz), mid frequency (12.5

KHz) and low frequency (1.7 KHz). Unlike the reversal between

V and Dd, which is oriented from medially to laterally, the

reversal between V and 0 is oriented dorsally to ventrally.

Following higher frequency injections the projection in V is

located dorsally and the projection in O is located ventrally,

while following lower frequency injections the projection in

V is located ventrally and the projection in 0 is located

dorsally. The V and 0 projections appear as two wings con

verging media11y; while both are located more laterally

following 10w frequency injections, the two wings also become

closer together in such cases. That is, there is a reversal of

cochleotopic representation with the extreme cochlear apex

(1ow frequencies) represented along the border between the

ventral and ovoidal nuclei of the MGB.
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cochleotopic gradient at the cochlear apex (1ow frequencies) at the border

between the ventral and ovoidal nuclei.

Corticothalamic projections following double injections placed within

AI at two different frequencies or at the same frequency. In the first

series of experiments, single injections of combined tracers were placed

at different specific frequency response locations in AI. A comparison

of these projections in different cases as described above indicated the

cochleotopic organization of all four nuclei and the reversals between

the ventral, deep dorsal, and ovoidal nuclei. However, a comparison of

projections in two different cases is very inexact, owing to variations

between individual cats. For this reason, once we had become acquainted

with the labeling following single injections, multiple, (usually two)

injections were introduced within AI, oriented in relation to the pattern

of representation of sound frequency within the field.

In order to map the representation of the cochlea in the AI field a

microelectrode is placed within the cortex and tonal stimuli are produced

via earphones. By presenting different tones at different attenuations

it is possible to establich a best frequency response curve for the neurons

at that penetration site. The series of penetrations and the resulting best

frequencies are plotted on a photograph of the cortical surface. Each best

frequency corresponds to a particular location on the sensory epithelium of

the cochlea.

Plotting the cochlear locations across the surface of AI reveals an

organization which may be described by defining two perpendicular vectors

in the AI field. One vector, usually oriented roughly dorsoventrally across

the AI field is termed an isofrequency contour. Crossing the AI field in

this orientation causes a minimal change in cochlear location, that is,

penetrations along this vector result in nearly the same best frequency
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responses. Perpendicular to this vector a change in cortical location

causes a maximal change in cochlear location. This vector, oriented

roughly rostrocaudally across the AI field, could be viewed as the cochlea

passing from base (represented rostrally in AI) to the apex (represented

caudally).

Thus the two-dimensional cochleotopic organization of AI may be

visualized as the strings of a piano. The isofrequency contours are the

strings while perpendicular to this the frequency of the strings changes

maximally with piano distance. Unlike the piano however, where the high

frequency strings are short in 1ength, in AI the high frequency isofrequen

cy contours are longer than the low frequency isofrequency contours. Thus

the AI field is roughly trapezoidal in shape, longer at the high frequency

representations (See Merzenich et. al., '75, '77). The strategy of double

injection experiments was to place two injections along one or the other

of these cochleotopic vectors in AI, and then to examine the relationship

between these two projections within a single MGB.

Double injections placed within AI at two different frequency response

1ocations resulted in corticothalamic labeling in the MGB that included

two each of all four components in ventral, deep dorsal-POL, ovoidal, and

medial nuclei, provided that the injections were separated by a distance

in the cortex and were of small enough size such that the two injection

sites did not extensively coincide. Following double injection cases

p1aced slightly closer to one another in AI it became difficult to dis

tinguish two discrete projections in the deep dorsal, ovoidal, and medial

nuclei, although two discrete corticothalamic projections were consistent

1y observed in the ventral nucleus.

In case 74-71R (Figure 9) two combined injections were placed at

4.5 KHz and 14 KHz frequency response locations within AI. The two
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Figure 9. The corticothalamic projections following two injections placed

within AI at two different frequencies (4.5 KHz and 14 KHz).

Two discrete projections are observed in all four nuclei of the

MGB which demonstrate labeling following a single injection in

AI: (V1, W2, Dd 1, Dd 2, 01, O2, M1, M2). The subscript 1 in

this and a11 double injection cases refers to the projections

associated with the first frequency appearing above (4.5 KHz)

while the subscript 2 refers to the projections associated

with the second frequency appearing above (14 KHz). The

relationship between the two components in each nucleus of the

MGB reflects the basic pattern of representation of the cochlea

within that nucleus. Section 25 illustrates the cochleotopic

"reversal" between the Dd and V nuclei of the MGB: Dd 1 is

medial to Dd2 while V1 is lateral to V2. Sections 33 and 34

i11ustrate the nature of the reversal between the ovoidal and

ventral nuclei of the MGB: while both V1 and 01 are lateral to

V2 and O2, the 'wings' of V1 and 01 are closer to one another

than the 'wings' of V2 and O2. Section 30 illustrates the

manner in which the laminae in V1 and V2 bend to become oriented

so that each points towards its respective cluster of grains in

the medial nucleus, M1 and M2.
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injections were placed approximately perpendicular to the axis of iso

frequency contours in the field, were separated by a distance of 3.2 m,

and were both located midway between the dorsal and ventral borders of AI.

In this case the corticothalamic projection included two each of a 11 four

components in V, Dd, 0, and M. In this and a11 double injection cases the

subscript 1 refers to the arrays associated with the first frequency

appearing at the top of the figure, in this case 4.5 KHz, while the sub

script 2 refers to the arrays associated with the second frequency, in

this case 14 KHz. A comparison of the two discrete projections within

each nucleus indicates the cochleotopic organization of a 11 four nuclei.

In assigning each of the four components of the two projections to

its appropriate injection site, it is necessary to refer to the organi

zational principles derived from single injection cases. For example, in

the most rostral aspect of the MGB (section 20) two corticothalamic columns

are seen in cross section passing through the deep dorsal nucleus. Because

single injections indicated that lower frequencies are represented more

media11y in the Dd nucleus, we may assign the more medial of the two Dd

projections to the lower frequency injection site. Thus Dd1 is associated

with the 10w frequency injection and Dd2 associated with the high frequen

cy injection. In a similar manner each of the double projections may be

assigned to its respective injection site.

In section 25 the reversal between Dd and V is apparent, V1 associ

ated with the low frequency is lateral to V2 associated with the higher

frequency. The two laminar projections in the ventral nucleus remain

para11el to each other throughout the projection, even caudally where both

bend media11y in the "L" - shaped pattern. In section 30 two clusters of

ARG grains are observed in the medial nucleus, consistent with physiological

evidence (Aitkin and Webster, '72) that the medial nucleus is cochleotopically
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Organized. This autoradiogram also illustrates the manner in which the

laminar projection in the ventral nucleus becomes oriented in its ventral

extent so that it points horizontally towards the single cluster of ARG

grains in the medial nucleus that are associated with it, the significance

of which is considered in the discussion. Thus, V2 points toward M2 while

V1 points towards M1. (This observation allows us to assign the two M

Further caudally the twoclusters to the appropriate injection site.)

projections in the ovoidal nucleus are seen in their relation to the two

projections in the ventral nucleus. Section 33 shows the structural

nature of the reversal between the ventral and ovoidal nuclei. The laminar

array in V and the smaller laminar array in O form two wings or limbs

which come together to point towards the cluster in the medial nucleus.

It can be seen that the two wings of V1 and 01 are located laterally to

the wings of V2 and 02, and also that the former are closer together

than the latter. Thus at lower frequencies V and O move closer together

reflecting the reversal at the border between them.

In other cases where the injections were placed somewhat closer to

gether within AI two discrete projections can be distinguished in the

ventral nucleus but it is more difficult or impossible to distinguish two

discrete Projections in some or all of the other nuclei of the MGB. The

corticothalamic projections following two injections placed at 19 KHz

and 6 KHz are illustrated in Figure 10 (case 74-76L); in this case the

* Cortical injections were separated by a distance of roughly 2.4 mm.

ºn the most rostral section (13) a column of ARG grains is observed in

the deep dorsal nucleus, and while there is a suggestion of two arrays,

they are not discrete. More caudally, the laminar projection in the

Ventral nucleus begins, first as a single lamina, but more caudally two

discrete Psara11e1 1aminae can be distinguished (sections 20 and 22). The
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Figure 10. The corticothalamic projections following two injections placed

in AI at two different frequencies, 19 KHz and 6 KHz. In s. 13,

most rostral, ARG grains are observed in the deep dorsal nucleus,

although two discrete projections can not be differentiated. In

s. 17, ARG grains appear in the ventral nucleus. More caudally,

they can be observed to form two discrete laminae, V1 associ

ated with the 19 KHz injection and V2 associated with the 6 KHz

injection. In the ovoidal and medial nuclei, like the deep

dorsal nucleus, the two projections were not discrete in this

Cal Se.
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Figure 11. At the left, the locations of cortical injections in the three

double injection cases (Figures 9, 10 and 11) are illustrated.

It may be seen that the two injections at different frequencies

have been placed approximately perpendicular to the "isofrequen

cy contours" within AI. To the right, the corticothalamic

projection following two injections placed in AI at the 22 KHz

and 8 KHz region, are illustrated (case 74-76R). In section

17 the two projections in Dd and in V are not discrete. More

caudally in (s. 22), two discrete projections may be observed

in the ventral, the ovoidal, and the medial nuclei of the MGB.
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structural relationship between the ovoidal and ventral nuclei is apparent

in section 2 although two discrete projections can not be distinguished

in the ovoidal nucleus.

A third example of double injections placed at two different frequen

cies within AI is illustrated in Figure 11 which results from injections

placed at 22 KHz and 8 KHz, and separated by a distance of 2.4 mm. While

in section 17 two discrete projections can not be differentiated in the

Dd and W nuclei, more caudally in section 22 two discrete projections

can be observed in the ventral and medial nuclei, and there is a strong

suggestion of two projections within the ovoidal nuclei.

Multiple, usually double, injections were also placed along iso

frequency contours within AI. Figure 12 illustrates case 74-82L in which

two injections were placed along the 11 KHz isofrequency contour. Because

the AI field extends for less distance in the direction parallel to the

isofrequency contours, this necessitated placing the injections closer

together in order to ensure that both were contained within AI; in case

74-82L the cortical injections were separated by a distance of 2.0 mm

(the scale does not apply to this picture) and appear in the upper left

of the figure where they are indicated by white arrows. In the MGB in

these cases, it was always impossible to clearly distinguish two discrete

corticothalamic projections in any of the four components in the V, Dd,

0, and M nuclei. In section 21 there is a single continuous laminar

array of ARG grains in the ventral nucleus. More caudally, section 25,

there is a weak suggestion of two projections in the ventral nucleus but

they are not separate and discrete as in double injections placed at two

different frequencies (as in Figures 9,10 and 11). Generally in such

cases the dorsovental extent of the lamina was larger than in single

injection cases.
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Figure 12. The corticothalamic projection following two injections placed

within AI at the same frequency, that is, parallel to the

orientation of "isofrequency contours" in the cortex. The two

injections are separated by 2.1 mm and both were placed in

regions where best frequency responses at 11 KHz had been

mapped. A darkfield photomicrograph of the cortical injection

sites (white arrows) appears at the upper left. In contrast to

injections placed at two different frequencies, two injections

placed at the same frequency result in projections in the

ventral nucleus of the MGB which are continuous.
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In conclusion to this section of the results, a11 four components

of the corticothalamic projection (V, Dd-POL, O, and M) are cortico

topically (and hence probably cochleotopically) organized. The border

between Dd and V is a reversal at the high frequency (basal) aspect of

the cochlea while the border between 0 and V is a reversal at the low

frequency (apical) aspect of the cochlea.

D. The Reciprocal Relationship between Thalamocortical and Cortico

thalamic Projections to and from AI.

In the preceeding part of the results section the corticothalamic

projection from AI has been presented, while elsewhere (Merzenich and

Colwell, in preparation) the thalamocortical projection alone is de

scribed. In this section the thalamocortical projection will be reiter

ated and the reciprocal relationship between the thalamocortical and

corticothalamic projections will be examined. This is made possible by

the direct comparison of the distributions of HRP labeled neurons and

ARG grains in combined tissue sections reacted for both tracers.

1. Reciprocal Vs non-reciprocal labeling following a combined HRP

TAA injection within AI.

In a 11 cases following a combined HRP-TAA injection of any size and

of any location within AI, ARG grains indicative of a descending projection

from the cortex were found in the nucleus reticularis of the ventral thala

mus, and the inferior colliculus. Within the n. reticularis, ARG grains

were observed in that portion traversed by the auditory radiation. As

has been described, ARG grains in the dorsal thalamus were located in four

cytoarchitecturally distinct subnuclei of the MGB (including the lateral

part of the posterior group as the rostral extension of the MGB). Lastly,

ARG grains were observed bilaterally in the central and pericentral nuclei

of the inferior colliculus (see Andersen et. al. , '77).
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A comparison of these ARG efferent projections from an AI locus,

with the HRP afferent projections to that same locus (described in detail

in Merzenich and Colwell '77) reveals that a11 HRP neurons within the

dorsal thalamus (MGB) are reciprocally related to ARG grains, while the

ARG grain fields in the n. reticularis thalami and the inferior collicu

lus are not associated with HRP neurons. This AI receives projections

from four subnuclei of the MGB; V, Dd-POL, O, and M, and projects back

reciprocally to these same four nuclei, as well as projecting in a non

reciprocal manner to the reticular n. of the thalamus and the inferior

colliculus.

2. The spatial coincidence of HRP neurons and ARG grains within the

MGB. In all cases, regardless of the size of the combined injection or

its location within AI, combined sections reacted for both tracers

demonstrated a precise spatial coincidence of HRP labelled thalamocortical

neurons and ARG grains localized over corticothalamic axons and terminals

in the four morphologically distinct subnuclei of the MGB: V, Dd-POL, O,

and M.

In the smallest injection cases, roughly columnar arrays of HRP

neurons in the vental, deep dorsal-POL and ovidal nuclei were precisely

overlain by columnar arrays of ARG grains. A 30 micron thick combined

section cut roughly perpendicular to these columns (which pass through

much of the rostrocaudal extent of each nucleus) reveals a small group

of HRP neurons, sometimes as few as 2 or 3, overlain by a single cluster

of ARG grains. The ARG grain c1uster is centered over the HRP neurons

with a diameter of approximately 200 microns. On the other hand, a 30

micron thick combined section cut roughly para11el to the reciprocal

columnar arrays reveals that the largest dendritic trunk of individual

HRP neurons in the V, Dd-POL and O nuclei were oriented parallel to the
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orientation of the column as a whole.

In the medial nucleus, a single small cluster of HRP neurons is

consistently observed, and it is again always spatially coincident with

a single cluster of ARG grains. This reciprocal projection is never

columnar in structure and is always of significantly less density than

the other components of the ARG projection in the ventral deep dorsal-POL

and ovoidal nuclei.

This reciprocal relationship between thalamocortical and cortico

thalamic projections was found to be maintained despite very significant

differences between injections from case to case. As has been mentioned,

in the smallest injection cases, columnar arrays of HRP neurons in V, Dd

POL and 0 are precisely overlain by columnar arrays of ARG grains. In

larger injections the arrays in V and 0 become increasingly laminar in

structure, while the column in Dd-POL increases in diameter; these larger

arrays are also precisely reciprocal. Thus reciprocity is maintained in

a11 four components regardless of the size of the injection in AI.

In several instances where the injection was placed too deeply in

the cortex, impinging on the white matter and spreading tangentially to a

greater extent than in most injections, HRP neurons occupied a larger

volume within the MGB and were more diffusely distributed. Nevertheless,

these more diffuse arrays of HRP neurons were also precisely overlain by

ARG grains. Following double injections in AI, double projections within

each of the four subnuclei were all reciprocally labeled. Thus in all

injection cases of sufficient size to result in identifiable labeling in

the MGB, reciprocity was maintained in all four MGB subnuclei despite

differences in size, spread, location, and number of injection sites

within AI.

Photomicrographs of reciprocal labeling taken at different magnifi
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Figure 13. A. Darkfield photomicrograph of HRP neurons and ARG grains

within a reciprocal projection in the ventral nucleus of the

MGB. The photograph was overexposed so that HRP neurons

(indicated by arrow) appear as large white areas while ARG

grains appear as a white dust. Magnification 80 x. B. Higher

power darkfield photomicrograph (300 x) showing an array of

HRP neurons (one of which is indicated by arrow) overlaid by

ARG silver grains in a reciprocal projection reacted for both

HRP and ARG processing. C and D. High power (1200 x) bright

field photomicrograph within a reciprocal projection. At

this magnification, the HRP neurons and ARG grains are in

different focal planes. C is focused on HRP neurons containing

cytoplasmic granules (indicated by arrow, while D is focused

on ARG grains at the same location as C (arrow points to a

single ARG silver grain).
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cations are presented in Figure 13. In Figure 13A a relatively 1ow power

darkfield photomicrograph is presented showing reciprocal labeling in the

ventral nucleus. In order to differentiate the granular HRP neurons from

the ARG grains, the photograph was overexposed so that the HRP neurons

appear as larger white areas (arrow). The array of HRP neurons in the

ventral n. are overlain by the array of ARG grains, which appear as small

white dots. In Figure 13B, a reciprocal projection is shown in a higher

magnification darkfield photomicrograph. The white arrow points to an HRP

neuron, there are many in the photograph, and they are overlain by ARG

grains. Figures 13C and D were taken at a relatively high magnification

under bright field illumination. At this magnification the ARG grains

within the emulsion are in a different focal plane from the HRP neurons,

so that they must be photographed separately. Figure 13C is focused on

the HRP neurons, of which five are visible; and it is possible to see

cytoplasmic granules filled with HRP within the neurons (arrow). Figure

12D is focused on the ARG grains, one of which is indicated by an arrow.

In actuality the ARG grains are of uniform size but depth of field results

in the appearance of variable size in the photograph.

The spatial coincidence of the HRP neurons and ARG grains is readily

apparent when viewing combined material under a darkfield microscope. First,

the edges of both arrays (HRP neurons and ARG grains) closely coincide for

a11 four components, although the edges of both HRP and ARG projections

reflect a gradient of decreasing density. Figure 14 is a darkfield photo

micrograph taken at the edge of a reciprocal projection in the lateral part

of the ventral nucleus. At the lower edge of the photomicrograph, within

the region of dense reciprocal labeling, HRP neurons are overlain by ARG

grains. Moving out of the projection towards the top of the photomicro

graph, the HRP neurons become less dense (i.e., the percentage of stained
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Figure 14. Spatial coincidence of HRP neurons and ARG grains at the

edge of a reciprocal projection in the ventral nucleus of the

MGB. Within the projection, many HRP neurons are overlaid by

ARG silver grains of high density. Moving out of the reciprocal

projection, fewer HRP neurons are labelled and the grain density

decreases. At the opposite edge of the photomicrograph, the

grain density reaches background and no HRP neurons are

observed.
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to unstained neurons becomes less) until no more appear, while the ARG

grain density decreases to background. While this aspect of the spatial

coincidence of ARG grains and HRP neurons is maintained at the edges of

reciprocal labeling in a11 four nuclei of the MGB, the sharpness of the

edges varies somewhat for each component and from case to case.

The spatial coincidence of thalamocortical and corticothalamic pro

jections to and from AI is demonstrated by a comparison of adjacent

sections processed for HRP alone with sections processed for ARG labeling. i
Figure 15A, taken from case 74-82R, is a darkfield photomicrograph of a

combined HRP-ARG section passing through the ventral nucleus of the MGB;

only the corticothalamic ARG 1abeling is visible obscuring the HRP label-
s

ing. Figure 15B is a darkfield photomicrograph of an adjacent section

reacted for HRP only, revealing the thalamocortical array. Comparison of

A and B reveals the spatial coincidence of the thalamocortical and corti

cothalamic projections, i.e. the precision of the reciprocal relationship

between AI and four subnuclei of the MGB. Figure 16 A and B illustrate a

similar comparison of adjacent sections, only in this instance the array

of HRP stained thalamocortical neurons in the ventral nucleus has been

photographed with brightfield illumination.

3. Comparison of the spatial density distribution of ARG grains and

HRP neurons within a reciprocal projection in the MGB.

The actual size of an array of HRP neurons or ARG grains is dependent

on the many histological parameters used in each case. For example, the

size of the ARG grain field will increase with exposure and development

time, the size of the HRP neuron array may change with different batches

of the enzyme, reactants, or reaction parameters, and in the injection

mixture the two tracers may differ slightly in both relative and absolute

concentration from case to case. In fact, given these many sources of
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Figure 15. The spatial coincidence of HRP neurons and ARG grains within a

reciprocal projection illustrated by a comparison of adjacent

sections taken through the ventral and ovoidal nuclei of the

MGB following a combined HRP-TAA injection in AI. A. Section

reacted for both HRP and ARG processing but only the ARG

1abeling is clearly visible reflecting the distribution of

radioactive corticothalamic terminals. B. Adjacent section

reacted for HRP only revealing the distribution of HRP stained

thalamocortical neurons. Comparison of A and B reveals the

precision of the reciprocal relationship between corticothalamic

and thalamocortical projections. Both photomicrographs have

been taken with darkfield illumination and the scale at the

1ower right is 1 mm.
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Figure 16. A. A darkfield photomicrograph of a section passing through the

ventral nucleus of the MGB that has been reacted for both HRP

and ARG labeling. Only the ARG grains are clearly visible,

reflecting the distribution of radioactive corticothalamic

terminals. B. A brightfield photomicrograph of a section ad

jacent to A, reacted for HRP processing alone, revealing the

distribution of thalamocortical neurons. Comparison of A and

B reveals the precision of the reciprocal relationship between

corticothalamic and thalamocortical projections in the MGB.

Scale = 1 mm.
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variability, the degree to which the two arrays spatially coincide is

striking. Using the histological parameters described in the methods,

the edges of both arrays usually coincided within a few hundred microns.

In order to assess the precision of reciprocity in a more quanti

tative manner, and a manner less subject to the caprices of the histologi

cal procedures, it was decided to compare the spatial density distributions

of HRP neurons and ARG grains within a reciprocal projection. Figure 17

shows as an example the results of a comparison of the spatial density

distributions of HRP neurons and ARG grains along three linear paths

across a single combined section containing a reciprocal projection in the

ventral nucleus of the MGB. This section, 30 microns thick, was processed

for both autoradiography and HRP reaction so that the density comparison

could be made directly without the inaccuracy of comparing adjacent

sections. A darkfield microscope field was passed across the projection

in three paths, one dorso-ventrally through the reciprocal array, and the

other two medio-1aterally across the array starting at the 1ateral brain

surface. The microscope field had a diameter of .45 mm which was moved to

sequential locations along the three paths. At each location the HRP

neurons within the field were counted and autoradiographic grains within

a .07 x .05 mm rectangle at the center of the field were counted. Both

of these numbers were then divided by the sampled area to yield the HRP

neuron and ARG grain densities at each 10cation along the path. The

three graphs show the densities of ARG grains and HRP neurons plotted as

a function of distance through the projection, ie, the spatial density

distribution.

An examination of the graphs in Figure 17 indicates that there exists

a rough proportionality between the spatial distributions of the HRP neurons

and ARG grains forming a reciprocal relationship in the MGB. At the center
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Figure 17. Comparison of the spatial density distributions of HRP neurons

and ARG grains within a reciprocal projection in the ventral

nucleus of the MGB. At the upper left is a section passing

through the ventral nucleus of the MGB that was reacted for

both HRP and ARG processing. The density of HRP neurons and

ARG grains was sampled along three paths through the projection.

Graph A shows the densities of HRP neurons and ARG grains

plotted against distance in the MGB; path A passed vertically

through the reciprocal projection. Graphs B and C are plotted

in the same way. They represent two horizontal paths (B and C

at left) across the projection. Along a 11 three paths, the

spatial density distributions of HRP neurons and ARG grains

are roughly proportional. The combined section was 30 microns

thick.
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of the projection where the percentage of HRP stained to unstained neurons

is highest, the ARG grain density is also greatest. Moving out of the

projection the density of both ARG grains and HRP neurons decreases,

until reaching background ARG grain density where there are no HRP stained

neurons. This graphic comparison of the spatial density distributions of

HRP neurons and ARG grains within reciprocal structure confirms the

spatial coincidence of thalamocortical and corticothalamic projections

that is subjectively apparent when viewing combined HRP-ARG sections

under the darkfield microscope.

IV. Discussion

The present work differs from previous investigations of the con

nections of the auditory cortex in two fundamentally important ways: the

use of microelectrode mapping to precisely identify the physiological

properties of the cortical locus to be traced, and the use of a combined

anterograde-retrograde tracer technique to simultaneously label the

afferents to and efferents from this cortical locus. The discussion will

focus on principles of reciprocal connectivity as observed in the con

nections formed between AI and the MGB, and on the relationship between

these connectional principles and cochleotopic organization.

The principles of reciprocal connectivity are revealed by the proper

ties of reciprocal labeling observed following injections in AI. These

properties, semischematically illustrated in Figures 18, 19, and 20,

serve as a guide for the subsequent discussion. They include: the

appearance of four discrete reciprocal components, the distinct neuronal

and terminal morphology of each component (i.e. they exist within cyto

architecturally distinct subnuclei of the MGB), the different sizes of

the four components, the orientation of each component both with regard

to the other 1abeled components as well as with regard to the overall
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structure of the MGB, the cochleotopic organization of all four components

and the reversals in cochleotopic representation, and lastly, the precise

reciprocity of all four components as evidenced by the spatial coincidence

of ARG grains and HRP neurons within reciprocal labeling in a11 four MGB

subnuclei.

A. The corticothalamic projection from AI; relationship to earlier

studies.

Previously published studies of the corticothalamic projection

from the primary auditory cortex (AI) (as distinct from adjacent auditory

cortical areas) to the MGB using anterograde degeneration techniques

(Diamond, Jones and Powell '69) or TAA autoradiography (Pontes, Reis and

Sousa-Pinto '75) show excellent correspondence with the corticothalamic

projections observed in the present experiments. However, in these

studies the locations of the cortical lesions or injections has been

based upon sulcul landmarks in reference to the evoked potential maps of

Woolsey ('60, '61). Microelectrode mapping of AI in the present study,

and in previous studies, (Merzenich et al '75) has demonstrated that the

1ocation and orientation of AI varies in relation to sulcul landmarks

from animal to animal.

Microelectrode mapping of AI prior to the combined injection guaran

teed a high degree of control over the location of the injection site

irrespective of sulcul variation. By mapping the boundaries of the field,

and using very small injections, it was possible to ensure that each

injection was contained entirely within AI. Beyond this, it was possible

to 10 cate single or double injections in precise relation to the cochleo

topic organization of AI.

Owing to this increase in precision, it is possible to examine earli

er work based upon the cortical maps of Woolsey ('60, '61) and, in certain
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instances, draw conclusions regarding the location of lesions or in

jections. Thus it is clear in examining the corticothalamic degeneration

described by Diamond et al. ('69) that our results correspond with their

Figure 6 experiment 200, which they correctly attributed to a lesion in

AI. Similarly, in the study of Pontes et al. ('75) the written descrip

tion of the muclear degeneration in the MGB of cat 94 and cat 94 in Table

I, which they ascribe to a lesion in AI, agrees with the nuclei which

demonstrate corticothalamic (and reciprocal thalamocortical) labeling in

the present study: V, Dd-POL, O and M.

B. The combined HRP-ARG retrograde-anterograde tracer technique and

the precision of connectional information.

Besides the physiological definition of injection sites, the

present study (in conjunction with Merzenich and Colwell '77) has utilized

the combined HRP-ARG technique to simultaneously label the thalamocortical

projection from the MGB to an AI locus, and the corticothalamic projection

from that same AI locus to the MGB. The direct morphological comparison

of the distributions of HRP neurons and ARG grains localized over termi

nals within the MGB represents a new type of connectional information

with inherently greater precision than anterograde or retrograde methods

used alone.

Using anterograde or retrograde methods alone generates connectional

information based upon a comparison between the distribution of an in

jection site (or lesion) and the distribution of the resulting projection.

While the projection may be described with a high degree of precision,

the precision with which it is possible to describe an injection site or

1esion is more 1imited. Following a lesion, the exact limit to the extent

of injury is uncertain. With axoplasmic transport methods the exact

concentration of tracer at the injection site required for labeling of
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projections is unknown. Using TAA autoradiography and exposing injection

sites and projections for an equal time allows one to delineate the

maximal extent of an injection site by describing the locus of somatic

ARG labeling, but it is uncertain what density of somatic labeling is

required for labeling of projections. A similar problem exists in

determining apparent vs effective spread of HRP at the terminals.

In combined tracing experiments at least two projections are simul

taneously labeled, the afferents and efferents to and from the injection

site, and in reciprocal relationships these may be compared directly.

Because the anterograde and retrograde tracers are mixed prior to the

injection, the initial spatial concentration gradients of the two tracers

in the cortical injection site will be proportional. Thus the distri

butions of ARG grains and HRP neurons in the MGB projections are both

dependent on proportional spatial concentration gradients at the injection

site. Because the proportionality of the two tracers is maintained re

gardless of their particular distribution at the injection site, the

direct comparison of ARG grains and HRP neurons using the combined tech

nique essentially cancels the particular spatial distributions of each

tracer at the injection site. The connectional information derived from

combined tracing experiments is therefore different from pathway tracing

per se, it is rather a comparison of two three dimensional distributions,

the array of afferents and the array of efferents to and from the injection

site. While the distribution of the reciprocal labeling may also be

compared with the injection site, the direct comparison of the afferents

and efferents does not depend on a description of the injection site, and

hence reflects a new level of connectional precision. If the injection

site is considered as a 'black box' then the direct comparison of afferent

and efferent relationships is akin to a structural comparison of the
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inputs and outputs to and from the 'black box', and as such provides a

higher order description of the 'black box" than is possible if only the

inputs or the outputs are identified.

C. Where have reciprocal relationships been observed?

The existence of reciprocal relationships between the cortex and

thalamus was described by Ramon y Cajal ('03), based on Golgi observations

in a single section of developing mouse brain where the distance between

the thalamus and cortex is short enough to allow tracing the axon of a

corticothalamic neuron. Subsequent anatomists confirmed the existence

of reciprocal relationships between the cortex and thalamus using antero

grade or retrograde neuroanatomical tracing methods (see Mettler '72), and

specifically between the auditory cortex and MGB (Rasmussen, '64). However,

the direct morphological observation of reciprocal relationships has only

recently been possible using methods directly combining anterograde and

retrograde axoplasmic transport.

The present study has shown that a11 dorsal thalamic neurons which

project to AI of the cat are reciprocally related to the corticothalamic

projections from AI. Owing to the recent advent of the combined HRP-ARG

technique, relatively few studies have been published to date which

utilize its advantages over anterograde or retrograde techniques used

alone. It is clear however, that precise reciprocal relationships are

observed in the dorsal thalamus (ipsilaterally) following combined in

jections placed in a11 neocortical areas and in all mammalian species

which have currently been examined using the combined technique, including:

the striate cortex of the rabbit (Colwell '75), the somatosensory, parietal,

frontal, and cingulate cortex of the mouse (Steindler and Colwell '76;

Colwell '76), the superior temporal cortex of the squirrel monkey

(Trojanowski and Jacobsen '75), the striate cortex of the rhesus monkey
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(Ogren and Hendricksen '76), and adjacent auditory cortical fields of the

cat (Andersen, et. al., '77). These observations taken together suggest

that precise reciprocal connections exist between the neocortex and

dorsal thalamus in all mammalian species, and that this reciprocal

relationship is maintained by neocortical areas of different cytoarchi

tecture, function, and connections extrinsic to the reciprocal relationship.

Reciprocal relationships are also observed following combined in

jections in structures other than the neocortex. Combined injections

placed in the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus of the cat result in re

ciprocal labeling in the striate cortex (Colwell unpublished observations)

and combined injections placed in many dorsal thalamic nuclei of the rat

have resulted in reciprocal labeling in all cortical areas examined

(Jacobsen and Trojanowski '75). Callosal connections of the cerebral

cortex of the mouse to contralateral homotypic loci have been shown to be

reciprocal (Steindler and Colwell '76). Similarly, combined injections

placed in the cerebellum result in reciprocal labeling in various pre

cerebellar nuclei (Gould '77; Steindler, personal communication). Thus

the principles of reciprocity as observed in the connections of AI may

apply to many different brain regions.

D. AI, a homogeneous cortical field, is reciprocally connected to

four morphologically distinct subnuclei of the MGB.

The AI field may be defined as a homogeneous cortical field ac

cording to physiological criteria (Woolsey and Walz1 '42; Rose and

Woolsey '49; Woolsey '60, '61; Goldstein et. al., '70; Merzenich et. al.

'75, '77; Brugge '75) as well as cytoarchitectural criteria (Rose '49;

Sousa-Pinto '73). The present results demonstrate that the AI field is

also connectionally homogeneous: combined injections placed at any

1ocation within AI result in reciprocal labeling in the same four
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subnuclei of the MGB: the ventral n., the deep dorsal-POL n., the ovoidal

n. , and the medial nucleus.

While AI appears to be a homogeneous cortical field, Golgi studies

of the MGB of the cat (Morest '64, '65; Cajal '09) have shown that each

of the four subnuclei which are reciprocally connected to AI are morpho

logically distinct. Each nucleus displays a distinctive dentritic and

terminal architecture, and these differences may be related to differences

in the reciprocal labeling within each of the four nuclei. Neurons in

the ventral n. possess tufted dendrites (as defined by Ramon-Moliner '62)

which arborize in 1aminae oriented parallel to the 1ateral surface of the

MGB (Morest '65; Majorossy and Kiss '76). The reciprocal array of ARG

grains and HRP neurons within this nucleus was laminar in structure,

para11el to the 1ateral brain surface, with the primary dendritic trunks

of the HRP neurons oriented parallel to the laminae. Neurons in the

media1 m. in contrast, possess radiate dendrites (as defined by Ramon

Moliner '62) which arborize in a11 directions and are the largest in the

MGB (Morest '64). Reciprocal labeling in the medial n. formed a small

cluster of HRP neurons overlain by a small cluster of ARG grains of 1ess

density than the other components of the projection. Neurons within the

deep dorsal-POL nucleus exhibit radiate morphology in Golgi material, but

the dendritic arbors are smaller than those in the medial nucleus. The

radiate dendrites form discoids which are oriented perpendicular to

afferents coursing through the nucleus in a roughly rostrocaudal orien

tation. In combined material reciprocal labeling formed a column passing

through Dd-POL, oriented in a rostrocaudal direction. Lastly, the ovoidal

n. displays a tufted morphology similar to the ventral nucleus, but the

orientation of the 1amination is different from that observed in the

ventral nucleus. In the ovoidal nucleus the reciprocal array is oriented
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from ventrolaterally to dorsomedially while in the ventral nucleus the

1aminae are oriented caudally from dorsolateral to ventromedial. These

four distinctive patterns of reciprocal labeling are illustrated in

Figure 18. Arrays of HRP neurons have been drawn schematically showing

the outlines of the cell bodies, and an example of the Golgi morphology

characteristic of each nucleus has been drawn after Morest ('64, '65).

Despite substantial morphological differences between these four sub

nuclei of the MGB, they all maintain a precise reciprocal relationship

with AI. This suggests that the reciprocal relationship between AI and

the MGB is a connectional property of populations of corticothalamic and

thalamocortical neurons which acts independently of particular patterns

of neuronal morphology.

Further evidence suggesting the independence of reciprocity from

neuronal morphology comes from combined tracing of the connections of the

cerebral cortex of the "reeler" mutant mouse (Steindler and Colwell '76).

"Reeler" is an autosomal recessive mutation in mice (Falconer '51), af

fecting neuronal migration in the cerebral cortex (Caviness and Sidman

'73) and resulting in aberrant cytoarchitecture in the cortex (Caviness

'76). Despite the abnormal morphology and arrangement of the neurons

within the "reeler" cerebral cortex, combined tracing has indicated that

the reciprocity of thalamocortical and corticothalamic projections is

precisely maintained in the mutant as in the normal (Steindler and

Colwell '76; Colwell '76).

These observations suggest that the reciprocal relationship between

AI and four subnuclei of the MGB is maintained independently of morpho

logical differences between these subnuclei. AI, a physiologically, cyto

architecturally and connectionally homogeneous cortical field, receives a

convergent projection from four morphologically distinct subnuclei of the
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Figure 18. A simplified illustration of reciprocal structure in the MGB

based upon the results of reciprocal labeling following

combined HRP-TAA injections into AI, in conjunction with Golgi

studies of the MGB (Morest '64, '65), and other available

connectional information (see discussion sections D, E, F and G).

Corticothalamic neurons with somas in 1ayers V and VI of AI

project reciprocally to four discrete regions of the MGB: the

ventral, deep dorsal (including 1ateral posterior group),

ovoidal, and medial nuclei, and also project in a non-reciprocal

manner to the nucleus reticularis thalami (R). For simplicity

only one corticothalamic neuron is illustrated although there

may be discrete subpopulations for some or all of the different

components of the projection. This portion of the nucleus

reticularis projects caudally to the medial nucleus of the MGB.

Thalamocortical neurons in each the four morphologically distinct

MGB subnuclei project to AI, but for simplicity only the

thalamocortical projections of the ventral and medial nucleus

are illustrated. Neurons in the ventral nucleus possess tufted

dent rites and terminate in the granular layers of AI; while

neurons of the medial nucleus possess large radiate dendrites

and terminate in a more diffuse manner in AI. The relative

numbers of 1abeled neurons is different in each of the four

components, in order of decreasing size they include a laminar

array in the ventral n., a columnar array in the deep dorsal

1ateral posterior group, a 1aminar array in the ovoidal nucleus,

and a c1uster in the media1 nucleus. The orientations of the

columns and 1aminae reflect both the orientations of descending

and ascending afferents to the MGB, from AI and the inferior
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Fig. 18 cont.

colliculus respectively. In a 11 four components of the MGB,

HRP neurons and ARG grains are spatially coincident, reflecting

the precision of thalamocortical-corticothalamic reciprocity.
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MGB and diverges to these same four nuclei.

E. The reciprocal connections between AI and four subnuclei of the

MGB are maintained independently of the connectional pattern each nucleus

forms with AI.

Each of the four components of reciprocal labeling following an AI

injection differs in morphology, suggesting that each nucleus forms a

different pattern of connections with AI. This is supported by the obser

vation that the size of each component was different from the others, while

the relative sizes of the four components was approximately maintained in

a11 cases. The ventral nucleus contained the largest array of HRP neurons

and ARG grains, followed in decreasing size by Dd-POL, O, and M, the

smallest component. The number of neurons in V was consistently at least

two orders of magnitude greater than the number of neurons in M. The

ventral nucleus therefore has a greater density of innervation per AI area

(including all depths) than does the medial nucleus.

Besides differing in innervation density with regard to AI area, some

or all of the four MGB nuclei differ in their laminar distribution in the

cortex. Because the injection site labels thalamocortical terminals at a11

depths within AI, it is possible that each nucleus possesses a distinctive

1aminar distribution in AI. While it has not yet been demonstrated that

a11 four subnuclei of the MGB which are reciprocally connected to AI differ

in their 1aminar distribution within AI, there is evidence that at least two

of these nuclei, the ventral and medial nuclei, differ in their cortical

projections (Ryugo and Killackney '75). Anterograde degeneration experi

ments have demonstrated that the ventral n. of the MGB terminates primarily

in the granular layers of AI (III and IV) (Ryugo and Killackney '75; Niimi

and Naito '74; Sousa-Pinto, '74). In Figure 18 the projection of the ventral

n. has been illustrated as a specific thalamocortical afferent as described
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in Golgi material by Lorente de No ('49). In contrast, the medial n.

displays a preterminal arborization including many or all cortical depths

with the possibility of synaptic interactions from 1ayers I to VI (Ryugo

and Killackney '75; Graybeil '73; Heath and Jones '71). In Figure 18 the

projection of the medial nucleus has been illustrated as a nonspecific

thalamocortical afferent as described by Lorente de No ('49). The AI

cortex is not unique in receiving thalamocortical afferents terminating

in different 1aminar distributions. In the primary visual cortex of the

macaque several cytoarchitecturally distinct subnuclei of the visual

thalamus possess distinctive laminar distributions (Hubel and Wiesel '72;

Lund and Booth '75), and in the somatosensory cortex distinct thalamic

nuclei display differing laminar patterns of termination within a single

cortical area (Jones '75; Killackey and Ebner '73).

In the same way that the four subnuclei of the MGB which project to

AI differ in their morphology, and may also differ in their laminar dis

tribution in AI, the morphology of the corticothalamic projection from AI

to these subnuclei differs in each nucleus. These differences included

the size of the ARG grain fields in each nucleus, the orientation of the

arrays and their structural properties, and the ARG grain density of each

component. From the present material it is impossible to determine if

this is the result of four distinct subpopulations of corticothalamic

neurons, four collaterals of a single homogeneous population, or any

combination of these possibilities. However, because the cortical in

jection site includes all cortical depths, any distinct subpopulations of

corticothalamic neurons residing at the same or at different depths in AI

will all be labeled. For simplicity a single corticothalamic neuron is

i11ustrated in Figure 18.

Corticothalamic neurons in all cortical areas have been shown to
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reside in the infragranular layers, V and VI. Combined HRP-TAA injections

placed in various dorsal thalamic nuclei of the rat (Jacobsen and

Trojanowski '75) and in the dorsal lateral geniculate of the cat (Colwell,

unpublished observations) result in HRP stained neurons located in 1ayers

V and VI of the respective cortical areas. Golgi studies of pyramidal

neuron morphology in the primary visual cortex of the macaque monkey

(Lund and Boothe '75) have suggested that corticothalamic neurons possess

apical dendrites which ascend through all cortical layers reaching the

molecular layer. These observations have been incorporated in Figure 18.

F. The orientations of reciprocal labeling within each subnucleus of

the MGB reflect the lines of projection of both descending and ascending

afferents.

A combined injection site includes all the cellular depths of AI.

It therefore labels thalamocortical afferents which terminate at any and

a11 depths in the cortex, as well as corticothalamic neurons whose somatas

are located at any depth in the cortex. The combined injection site is

therefore unrestricted in the dimension perpendicular to the pial surface,

that is, the radial dimension of AI.

In the two tangential dimensions of AI the injection site is restricted

because it includes only a portion of the AI field. Because the tangential

dimensions of AI demonstrate an orderly representation of the cochlear

sensory epithelium, the injection site includes a restricted portion of

the cochlear representation (Merzenich et. al., '75; Abeles and Goldstein

'70). Defined in terms of sound stimulus the injection site includes the

representation of a frequency band centered on the best frequency of the

neurons at the center of the injection site. The injection site can there

fore be described as restricted in the cochleotopically organized tangential

dimensions of AI and unrestricted in the radial dimension of AI.
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In the present study all injection sites were unrestricted in the

radial dimension of AI, passing through a 11 cortical layers, but they

varied in size and location within AI. The size of the injection site

(i.e. the degree of its restriction in AI) was observed to be proportional

to the size of the reciprocal components in a11 four MGB subnuclei.

Shifts in the location of the injection site were observed to result in

systematic shifts in the location of reciprocal labeling in a11 four sub

nuclei, which will be considered in sections G and H of the discussion.

While the size and 10cation of reciprocal labeling in all four sub

nuclei of the MGB varied systematically depending on the size and location

of the injection site in AI, a comparison of all cases revealed that the

orientations of the four components were maintained in a relatively

constant manner in a11 cases.

The orientations of reciprocal labeling in the four subnuclei of the

MGB following an AI injection reflected two different aspects of organi

zation. In the smallest injections (i.e., the most restricted in AI area)

the reciprocal arrays in the V, Dd-POL and 0 nuclei of the MGB became

increasingly columnar in structure. The three columns are oriented so

that they appear to converge on the reciprocal cluster of ARG grains and

HRP neurons in the media1 nucleus, which was never observed to display

columnar structure. Thus at the first level the three reciprocal columns

of ARG grains and HRP neurons in the V, Dd-POL and 0 nuclei appear to be

oriented with regard to the cluster in the M nucleus. Secondly, within

these three nuclei, the reciprocal columns display an orientation which

appears to mirror the orientation of ascending afferents from the inferior

colliculus to each of these nuclei. This is most apparent in the ventral

nucleus where Morest ('65) has described afferents from the brachium of

the inferior colliculus which enter the nucleus on its caudal and media1
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surface, and pass laterally and rostrally to become arranged in laminae

oriented parallel to the lateral surface of the MGB. In this orientation

the ascending afferents mirror the orientation of reciprocal labeling in

the ventral nucleus following an AI injection. Golgi descriptions of the

orientations of afferents in the ovoidal and deep dorsal nuclei also

correspond to the orientations of reciprocal labeling (Morest '64).

Recently, TAA injections in the inferior colliculus have 1abeled discrete

projections in the ventral, deep dorsal-POL, and ovoidal and medial nuclei

of the MGB (Andersen et. al. '77b) and the orientation of these projections

corresponds to the orientations of reciprocal labeling in these nuclei

following a combined injection in AI.

Thus at its most elemental level, the reciprocal structure may be

viewed as three reciprocal columns in V, Da-POL and O which converge on a

reciprocal cluster in M. The orientation of the reciprocal columns

reflects the 1ines of projection of descending corticothalamic afferents,

the 1ines of projection of ascending afferents from the inferior collicu

1us, and columnar arrays of convergent thalamocortical neurons.

G. Non-reciprocal corticothalamic projection to the reticular nucleus

of the thalamus.

The reciprocal 1abeling in the MGB extends rostrally to the ex

ternal medullary lamina of the dorsal thalamus. Crossing the external

medullary 1amina (EML) a non-reciprocal corticothalamic projection of ARG

grains is observed in the portion of the nucleus reticularis thalami

1ocated lateral and adjacent to this portion of the EML. This small pro

jection in the nucleus reticularis may be consideres as the rostrolateral

pole of the reciprocal structure, even though it is not reciprocally

connected to AI. Caudally and media11y the reciprocal columns in the

ventral, deep dorsal-POL and ovoidal nuclei converge on the single cluster
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in the media1 nucleus. The medial nucleus may be considered as the caudo

medial pole of the reciprocal structure. Thus the nucleus reticularis

thalami, which is not reciprocally related to AI, and the medial nucleus,

which is reciprocally related to AI, are the two smallest components in

the thalamus and may be considered as the rostrolateral and caudomedia1

poles of the reciprocal structure respectively. The other three reciprocal

components in V, Dd-POL and O are calated between these poles.

Available connectional and developmental information shows that these

two poles differ connectionally and developmentally from the other three

components of reciprocal labeling. First, the present study has shown

that the reticular nucleus is not reciprocally connected to AI, while the

medial nucleus is the only reciprocal component which does not display

columnar structure. Golgi studies of the n. reticularis have indicated

that its axons project caudally, either through the dorsal thalamus or

ventral to it, unlike the dorsal thalamus which projects rostrally (Ramon

y Cajal '09; Scheibel and Scheibel '66). Using TAA autoradiography, Jones

('75) has reported that the portion of the reticular nucleus through which

fibers of the auditory radiation pass projects caudally to the medial

nucleus of the MGB (see his Figure 14). The medial nucleus also differs

connectionally from the other components of reciprocal labeling in the

MGB. Anterograde degeneration studies have shown that the medial nucleus

receives a projection from the spinal cord (Mehler '66; Jones and Powell

'71). Also lesions placed within the medial nucleus (Graybeil '73; Heath

and Jones '71; Ryugo and Killackey '75) demonstrate a projection

rostrally to the caudate-putamen. These observations suggest that the

reticular n. and media1 m. differ connectionally from the components of

reciprocal labeling located in between them, and that they are inter

connected.
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Based on studies of normal material several anatomists have noted the

precocious development of the nucleus reticularis (Kuhlenbeck '48; Rose

'42), and demonstrated that it is a ventral thalamic derivative, unlike

the MGB which is a dorsal thalamic derivative. Tritiated thymidine

studies of the time of neuron origion in the diencephalon of the mouse

have indicated that the time of neuron origin of the reticular nucleus

preceeds that in the dorsal thalamus, (Angevine '70) confirming the

impressions of earlier anatomists. These studies also indicate that within

the MGB the earliest neurons to originate are located in the medial

nucleus. Golgi studies of the MGB have shown that dendritic differ

entiation in the medial nucleus preceeds the other nuclei of the MGB

(Morest '64; Ramon y Cajal '09). These observations taken together

suggest that the rostrolateral and caudomedial poles of the reciprocal

structure, the reticular and medial nuclei, differ connectionally from

the other components, are interconnected with each other, and proceed the

other components in development.

H. The reciprocal connections between AI and four subnuclei of the

MGB are all cochleotopically organized, connecting loci in AI with homo

typic loci in all four subnuclei.

Shifting the 10cation of the injection site in AI resulted in a

systematic shift in the 10cations of reciprocal labeling in a11 four sub

nuclei: V, Dd-POL, O and M. In cases where injections were placed at two

different frequency locations in AI, two discrete reciprocal projections

were observed in a 11 four subnuclei. These results indicate that a11 four

subnuclei are cochleotopically organized.

These shifts were not simple shifts in one direction for all com

ponents, but rather reflected two reversals of cochleotopic represen

tation within the MGB. These two reversals were located at the borders
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Figure 19. Cochleotopic organization of the MGB. A semischematic illus

tration showing the three dimensional representations of

frequencies in a11 four subnuclei of the MGB which are reci

procally connected to AI. Three frequency bands have been

illustrated in each nucleus, a low frequency band (L), mid

frequency band (M) and a high frequency band (H), which would

be reciprocally connected to three loci in AI. The MGB is

viewed from caudally, the superficial dorsal nucleus has been

cut away, and the three columns in Dd-POL have been foreshort

ened , in actuality they would be oriented roughly perpendicular

to the page. This illustration reveals the nature of the

reversals between V and Dd-POL and between V and O, as well as

the manner in which each projection in V, Dd-POL, and 0 is

oriented with regard to the single cluster in M.



Cochleotopic Organization of MGB
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between the V, Dd-POL, and 0 nuclei. The border between V and Dd-POL

displayed a reversal at the cochlear base (HF) while the border between V

and 0 displayed a reversal at the cochlear apex (LF).

Figure 19 is a semischematic drawing showing the three dimensional

cochleo topic organization in the ventral, deep dorsal-POL, ovoidal, and

medial nuclei of the MGB. Three reciprocal projections have been illus

trated, which would result from injections placed at three different

frequencies in AI: a high frequency (H), a middle frequency (M) and a low

frequency (L). In the ventral nucleus low frequencies are represented

laterally, ventrally and caudally while high frequencies are represented

media11y, dorsally, and rostrally. In the deep dorsal-POL nucleus low

frequencies are represented media11y and high frequencies are represented

laterally. In the ovoidal nucleus low frequencies are represented 1ater

a11y and dorsally while high frequencies are represented media11y and

ventrally. In the medial nucleus low frequencies are located caudally

and ventrally while high frequencies are located rostrally and dorsally.

The nature of the reversals of cochleotopic representation at the

two borders between the Dd-POL and W nuclei and the V and 0 nuclei is such

that following high frequency injections the projections in V and Dd-POL

become closer together while the projections in V and O become farther

apart, while following low frequency injections the projections in V and

Dd-POL become farther apart while the projections in V and O become

c1oser together. Because the projections in V and Dd-POL become closer

together following high frequency injections, the border between the V

and Dd-POL nuclei represents a reversal at the cochlear base (HF). Simi

larly, because the projections in V and O become closer together following

1ow frequency injections, the border between the V and 0 nuclei represents

a reversal at the cochlear apex (LF).
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Thus a locus in AI is reciprocally connected with homotypic loci in

four subnuclei of the MGB. However, each nucleus differs in the pattern

of connections it forms with AI, as is indicated by the different size of

each of the four components of reciprocal labeling, and by the different

1aminar distributions of some or all of these nuclei in AI. In spite of

these differences all four reciprocal projections are in register with

one another with regard to cochleotopic organization. The precise main

tenance of reciprocity by a11 four components indicates that reciprocity

is a property of populations of neurons in the cortex and thalamus which

acts independently neuronal morphology and arrangement; bringing discrete

subpopulations into register with regard to cochleotopic organization.

Because thalamocortical afferents terminating in different 1aminar

distributions in AI are brought into register with one another this

suggests that reciprocity acts across all cortical layers. While the

medial nucleus displays the lowest innervation density in AI I would

hesitate to call these connections unspecific (Jasper '60) or nonspecific

(Nauta '54) because the medial nucleus is cochleotopically organized.

I. The reciprocal connections of AI; cochleotopic resersals in the

auditory cortex and MGB.

Following a combined injection in AI, the location of reciprocal

1abeling in a11 four subnuclei of the MGB systematically shifts within

its respective nucleus in relation to the cochleotopic location of the

injection in AI. This indicates that all four nuclei, V, Dd-POL, 0, and

M are cochleotopically organized. The border between the ventral and

deep dorsal-POL nuclei represents a reversal at the cochlear base (HF)

while the border between the ventral and ovoidal nuclei represents a

reversal at the cochlear apex (LF). The cochleotopic organization of

these four MGB subnuclei, shows marked similarities to the multiple
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representations of the cochlea which have been described in the auditory

cortex using physiological techniques.

On the basis of evoked potential recording in the auditory cortex,

Woolsey ('60, '61) proposed that the auditory cortex could be subdivided

into four cochleotopically organized fields: AI, AII, SSF, and Ep.

Woolsey described discontinuities of cochleotopic organization across the

anterior and posterior bounds of AI with the adjacent fields SSF and Ep.

Recently fine-grained microelectrode mapping studies of the auditory

cortex have shown that there are reversals in the sequential represen

tation of frequencies across both the anterior and posterior borders of

AI with AAF and PAF respectively (Merzenich, Roth, Andersen, Knight and

Colwell '77; Merzenich et. al., '75; Knight '77). The AAF is located

rostral to AI and the border between AI and AAF represents a reversal at

the cochlear base (HF) (Knight '77). The PAF is located posterior to AI

and the border between AI and PAF represents a reversal at the cochlear

apex (LF) (Merzenich et. al., '77; Imig, et. al., '77). While Woolsey's

evoked potential results (Woolsey and Walz 1 '42) are consistent with the

cochleotopic organization observed using microelectrode mapping, the

precision of evoked potential recording techniques was not sufficient to

reveal the reversals at the anterior and posterior borders of AI. Instead,

by placing the borders of AI with SSF and Ep at apparent regions of

discontinuity, Woolsey ('60, '61) incorrectly incorporated the high

frequency sector of AAF and the low frequency sector of PAF within his A.I.

The use of fine grained microelectrode mapping has therefore resulted

in a redefinition of auditory fields based solely on physiological cri

teria without reference to sulcul landmarks (Merzenich, Roth, Andersen,

Knight, and Colwell '77). These studies have redefined the borders of

Woolsey's four central auditory fields as follows: AI is smaller
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(Merzenich et. al., '75, '77), AII is ventral to AI (Andersen et. al., '77),

the SSF has been redefined as the anterior auditory field (AAF) (Knight

'77). The AAF lies rostral to AI and the border between AAF and AI is a

reversal at the cochlear base (HF). The Ep includes the posterior

auditory field (PAF). The PAF 1 ies posterior to AI and the border be

tween PAF and AI is a reversal at the cochlear apex (LF) (Merzenich et. al.,

'77; Imig et. al., '77). These redefinitions of auditory fields have been

used in Figure 20.

This pattern of multiple representations of the cochlea in the audi

tory cortex as revealed by microelectrode mapping techniques shows a

marked similarity to the cochleotopic organization of the MGB subnuclei

labeled following a combined injection in AI. First, in the cortex four

cochleotopically organized fields have been described: AI, AII, AAF (SSF)

and PAF (Ep). The present study has demonstrated that AI is reciprocally

connected to four cochleotopically organized nuclei of the MGB: W, M, Dd

POL, and 0. Secondly there are two reversals of cochleotopic representation

within the auditory cortex, and the present study has revealed two reversals

of cochleotopic representation between subnuclei of the MGB which are

reciprocally connected to AI.

In the auditory cortex there is a reversal of cochleotopic represen

tation at the cochlear base (HF) 10cated at the rostral border of AI with

AAF (SSF) usually in or near the anterior ectosylvian sulcus (Knight '77).

The present study has demonstrated a reversal at the cochlear base (HF) at

the rostromedia1 border of the ventral nucleus with the deep dorsal-POL

nucleus. Similarly, in the cortex there is a reversal at the cochlear

apex (LF) located at the caudal border of AI with PAF (Ep), usually in or

near the posterior ectosylvian sulcus (Merzenich et. al., '77). The present

study has demonstrated a reversal at the cochlear apex (LF) at the
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Figure 20. A hypothetical synthesis comparing the reciprocal connections

between AI and four subnuclei of the MGB with some of the

ipsilateral cortico-cortico connections between AI and adjacent

auditory fields. AI sends a corticothalamic projection to the

ventral, deep dorsal-POL, ovoidal, and medial nuclei of the MGB

and receives a thalamocortical projection from these same four

nuclei. The reciprocal connections between AI and these four

MGB nuclei are all cochleo topically organized. In the MGB, the

border between V and Dd-POL represents a reversal of cochleotopic

representation at the cochlear base (high frequencies: H), while

the border between V and O represents a reversal of cochleotopic

representation at the cochlear apex (low frequencies: L). The

AAF and PAF are cochleotopically organized fields anterior and

posterior to AI respectively. The border between AAF and AI

represents a reversal at the cochlear base (H) while the border

between PAF and AI represents a reversal at the cochlear apex

(L). AI projects to both AAF and PAF ipsilaterally, as well as

other regions, and it is hypothesized that these cortico-cortico

connections are reciprocal and cochleotopically precise. With

in each of the cortical auditory fields and MGB subnuclei a low,

middle, and high frequency region has been indicated by different

cross hatching. Comparing the cortico-cortico connections with

the reciprocal thalamocortical and corticothalamic connections

of AI reveals that a11 are similarly ordered with regard to

reversals in cochleotopic representation at the borders between

adjacent auditory cortical fields and between subnuclei of the

MGB.
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caudoventral border of the ventral nucleus with the ovoidal nucleus. These

correlations suggest that the four subnuclei of the MGB which are reci

procally connected to AI display a cochleotopic organization and reversals

at their borders which is highly similar to the cochleotopic organization

and reversals at the border of the four cochleotopically organized cortical

fields first described by Woolsey ('60, '61) and later redefined using

microelectrode mapping techniques (Merzenich et. al., '75, '77).

Because AI is reciprocally connected to four subnuclei of the MGB,

it is clear that one may not establish a one to one correspondence

between cortical fields and subnuclei based on connectional criteria.

A one to one correspondence may however be based upon the reversals of

cochleotopic representation in the auditory cortex and MGB. In this manner

the reversal between AAF and AI corresponds to the reversal between Dd-POL

and V, while the reversal between AI and PAF corresponds to the reversal

between V and O. The border between AI and AII is not a reversal of

cochleotopic representation, rather the tuning curves of neurons become

increasingly broad as microelectrode penetrations cross this border

(Andersen personal communication). In the MGB the border between the

ventral and medial nuclei also does not show a reversal. Rather, the

1amina in the ventral nucleus bends to become oriented so that it converges

upon the cluster in the medial nucleus. Thus using the cochleotopic

organization and reversals in the auditory cortex and MGB it is possible

to establish the following one to one correspondence between cortical

fields and subnuclei: AI corresponds to V, AII corresponds to M, AAF

corresponds to Dd-POL, and PAF corresponds to 0.

Besides the connections between AI and the four subnuclei of the MGB,

the AI field also forms cortico-cortico connections with other auditory

fields, and a comparison of these connections shows that they are similarly
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ordered with regard to cochleotopic organization and reversals as are the

corticothalamic and thalamocortical connections of AI. Lesions placed in

AI have been reported to result in ipsilateral foci of degeneration 10 cated

rostrally (in AAF or SSF), caudally (in PAF or Ep) and ventrally in AII

(Diamond, Jones and Powell '68, '68a; Kawamura '73; Paula-Barbosa et. al.,

'75). Therefore, if AI itself is included, then the ipsilateral cortico

cortico connections of AI connect four cochleotopically organized fields

together: AI, AII, AAF, and PAF. This implies that these connections are

similarly ordered with regard to cochleotopic organization and reversals

as are the reciprocal corticothalamic and thalamocortical connections

between AI and the V, M, Da-POL, and O subnuclei of the MGB.

In the present study cortico-cortico connections were observed pass

ing to ipsilateral and contralateral fields in the auditory cortex, but

these fields were not mapped using microelectrodes and so it is impossible

to precisely determine the cochleotopic organization of these cortico

cortico connections. However, ipsilateral cortico-cortico connections

between multiple representations of the retina in the visual cortical

fields have been reported to be precise in a point to point manner, con

necting homotypic loci in multiple retinal representations (Tigges, et. al.,

'73, Hubel and Weisel '67). Recently experiments using TAA tracing and

microelectrode mapping of multiple fields in the auditory cortex have

indicated that cortico-cortico connections between AI and other auditory

fields are cochleotopically organized in a point to point manner (Imig,

personal communication). While it has not yet been clearly demonstrated

that a11 the cortico-cortico connections of AI are reciprocal (as is

hypothesized in figure 20) degeneration experiments have suggested that

this is the case (Diamond et. al., '68, '68a; Paula-Barbosa et. a. , '75),

although without the precision of physiological mapping nor use of the
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combined technique.

Figure 20 proposes a hypothetical synthesis of the thalamocortical,

corticothalamic, and some of the ipsilateral cortico-cortico connections

of the AI field based upon the preceeding observations and inductions.

In his review of corticothalamic projections Mettler ('72, p. 11) provided

an excellent summary of Poliak's ('32) insight regarding the relation

ship between corticothalamic and ipsilateral cortico-cortico connections.

"It will be noticed that according to Poliak the somatosensory

receptive cortex is distributing not primarily to be the thalamic area

which projects to it but to that part of the thalamus which projects to

the motor cortex. According to this view the primary thalamic feedback

is not reciprocal but complements the intracortical association system.

However, truly reciprocal connections have since been described by many

observers."

In Figure 20 the reciprocal thalamocortical and corticothalamic con

nections between AI and four subnuclei of the MGB, (V, Dd-POL, O and M)

are compared with some of the presumed reciprocal cortico-cortico con

nections of AI with AAF and PAF. This comparison suggests that Poliak's

('32) insight can be given some credence and may be extended to include

not only corticothalamic and intracortical connections, but also, owing

to the reciprocity observed, to thalamocortical connections. Thus the

corticothalamic connections of AI with four subnuclei of the MGB appear

to complement both the thalamocortical connections from these four sub

nuclei back to AI as well as the ipsilateral cortico-cortico connections

between AI and adjacent auditory cortical fields.
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